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8, Rana: (Hibiscus Sabdariffa): Jute substitute in v/eaving and
paper-making
^ _
9» Aramina: (liilvaceae) : (Ureana lobata) : Fiber for coffee sacks
10« Okra: (Malvaceae): (Hibiscus esculentus): Fiber for weaving
lit Ilajugua (ilalvaceae) : (Hibiscus tiliaceus): Fiber for coarse
textiles
,
12, Cuban Jute (lialvaceae) : (Sida rhombifolia) : For bagging for
sugar and tobacco: cigar ties:
13. Indian Henp: (Apocynaceae) : (Apocynvim cannabin-um) :For cord-
lines, nets, bovfstringsi
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H» Vegetable Sponge: Luffa cylindrica: Gucurbitaceae
VI, Conclusion.
_ _
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1935 Imports
Important RaviT Fibers
Abaca 43,687 Tons
Broomcom 2,646 Sh. Tons
Broom-root 28,512 Lbs#
Coir 848 Tons
Cotton 14,797 Tons
Crin Vegetal 5,495 Tons
Flax 3,367 Tons
Hemp 764 Tons
Henequen and Sisal 125,931 Tons
Istle 8,747 Tons
Jute 54,774 Tons
Jute Butts 10,763 Tons
Kapok 12,385 Tons
Ijlaguey 1,644 Tons
Palm Leaves 23,367 Tons
Raffia 458 Tons
Ramie 2 Tons
Sxam Hemp 561 Tons
(from
Hill's Economic Botany: page 61).

I» Llinor Fibers: Introduction
Fiber (fron the Latin fibra) refers to objects of a stringy or
thread-like character, of the vegetable kingdom and 'is fotmd in the stems,
roots, leaves, fruits, and even the seeds of plants. The useful vegetable
fibers are very nxmerous. Yfood-cells are fomid in the bark, and are longer,
finer, and tougher than those found in the wood. They form the principal
part of the fibrous bark or bast layer of cells. These give toughness
and flexibility <6t) the structure and the extracted bundles of cells form
the filamentous product^ known as flax, hemp,y^juto derived from dicotyle-
donous plants.
I
In monocotyledons, the fibrous cells are built up vri.th others into a
'
;
composite structure knovm as fibrovascular bundles. Such fiber occurs in
the palms and in the fleshy-leaved agaves, the bimdles being found not in
bark, but throughout the stem or leaf forming the supporting structure.
These filaments, vfhen separated from the soft cell-mass by which they are
surroimded, are known as structural fiber, of v/hich the fiber of sisal hem.p
is an example.
The simple cells produced on the seeds of endogens, such as the
coconut, constitute a fibrous material which is called surface fiber.
Fiber bundles whether occurring as bast fiber or structural fiber are the
spinning units; aggregations of bundles, purified and cleansed of all
extraneous matter and tTi*ri.sted together.
^
The fibers of the leaves of endogens being parallel to each other
are arranged in xinified lengths for economical purposes; while the reticu-
lated fibers of leaves of exogens are often of sufficient length and easily
separated. The separation is accomplished by steeping in water or by

frequent danpening vdth vra.ter to promote rotting of the other parts of the
bast, and of the bark vriiich covers it. The fibers of endogens are in general
discolored and injured by this damp process to a nuch greater decree than
are exogens. Here nechanical means are usually preferred for their separ-
ation, as beating, scraping ajid passing between rollers. The fibers of many
leaves are separated by scraping alone*
Plants that yield fibers have been second only to food plants in their
usefulness to man and their influence on the advancement of civilization,
Primitive man in his attempt to obtain the three great necessities of life-
food, shelter, and clothing - early turned to plants .--He needed some form
of clothing that v/as lighter and cooler than skins and hides. For his
snares, bowstrings, nets, .he needed some form of cordap-e that \fe.s easier to
!
procure than animal sinews and strips of hide. Iloreover, some other type
jof covering for his ciaide shelters \ms desirable. All these needs were met
'by the tough, flexible strands that occurred in the stems, leaves, and roots
' of many plants. (Hill's Botany, p. 21},
AS civilization advanced and man's needs multiplied, the use of these
vegetable fibers increased, until at the present time they are of enormous
importance in our daily life, well over a thousand species of fiber plants
being in use. Some of the most prominent fibers of the present day are of
great antiquity. Ramie or China grass has been grown in the Orient from
time immemorial.
Fiber signifies the-regetable tissues used in the arts. "Vegetable
fibers are derived from the cellular structure or tissue of plants the cells
of which vary in diameter from one three-hundredth to one five-hundredth
of an inch, the smaller sizes admitting 125,000,000 cells to a cubic inch.

The -walls contain lip-nin and cellulose. There are three forms of cells:
mroody, simple, and ducts. ".Toody fiber is fonned by the lengthening and
thickening of the simple cells. The ducts or vessels are large cylindrical
cells whose ivalls have been absorbed and broken avra-y.
Mood cells consist of tubes one or two thousandths of an inch in
diameter, their ends pointed and overlapping. V/hen they occur in the bark
of dicotyledonous plants they are knovm as "bast" fiber. In monocotyledons
as palms and the century plant they form "fibrovascular bundles". Even the
common or simple cells fom a valuable fiber material when they are pro-
duced on the surfaces of leaves, stems and seeds of plants, in the form of
hairs. This fibrous substajice is surface fiber.
The stems and t\TrLgs, and even wood of exogenous trees, divided into
splints and used for basket-making are desij^^nated as fiber; also the stem
and leaves of endogenous plants split or used entire as "rattan" or vriien
coarsely split for weaving, "divided for plaiting" as hat straws. The
stripped epidermes of palm leaves is a fiber as raffia of commerce yet it
is not filamentous.
Fibers
1. "Bast fibers are derived from the inner bark of the stems of
dicotyledons. 2. Woody fibers may be the v/oody stems and t\'n.gs of exog-
enous plantsv^hxch are solitinto v/ithes for basketry or corda^-e, or for
coarse thread for stitching and binding, (as in canoe manufacture); or the
wood reduced to splints for baskets or excelsior, or for pulpwood for paper.
the
3. Structural fibers come from/structural system of the stalks, leaf stems
and leaves of monocotyledonous plants as asaves and palms. They give the
plant rigidity (Americana Encyclopedia, p. 166) and serve as vmter ducts.
1•t
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Split or shredded thev r^ive "-e-bravf plait", fibrous portions of the leaf
deprived of their epideniis and soft cellular tissue give 'vegetable v/ool'
as in pine needles* 4, Surface fibers nay be hair surrounding seed as in
cotton, or hair-like grov/ths produced on the surfaces of ster.s, leaves,
or leaf-buds of plants loiovv-n as 'pulu'j or fibrous naterial produced in
epidermal strips from endogens as raffia, 5, Pseudo-fibers are fibrous
materials v.sed in packing and as substitutes :-
A, Certain mosses for packing
B« liarine weeds and leaves
C, Seav/eeds wroug-ht into fish-lines or cordage
D# Fungus groTfths employed in economic uses as fibers,"
Spinning Fibers
"The fibers of first rank are:-
A, Cotton
B, Flax
C, Hemp
D, Ramie for laces, nets, loiit goods
E, Pineapple Fiber
F, I/Ianila Hemps
Fibers of the second rank are:-
A, Jute
B, Coconut Fiber: Coir
C, Agaves: Gimny, budap, webbing, rough sacks, coarse floor
coverings.
D, Iletting fibers

E» Grass fibers (nets, ha.Tiocks, e
F, Hard Fibers - Coi'dage
-L • 'vlani la
? .
o • V/ VJ X i.
4, Sunn I'lenp
TTaTTTT "hiuR HsrdD
6, Bovr-soring Hemps
ITpvf Zealand F1a:x ("bwi'T.es )
8-
9. Okra ( in hand manufacture)
10. Llajagua
11. Cuban Jute
12. Indian Hemp
13. Arsanina
"Tie miaterial" is the peeled bark of trees rich in bast, stripped
banboo and
or shredded palm leaves, the tougher grasses, /^or~rope /Suspension bridges,
or twigs and roots t^'jlsted into cordage for building native huts and en-
closures. Raffia is an example.
natural Textures are the natural woven fabrics of tropical countries
the bark^or stens,and beaten *Tapa cloth' of the Pacific Islands.
Others are lace-barks, the satin-like Cuba bast employed in ladies hats,
ribbon bast used for cigarette wrappers. Rough ti'/istings are used for
cordage." (Anericana Encyclopedia, Vol, II, p. 167)

Brush Fibers are;
A. Tampico
B, Palmetto
c. Palmyra
D# Kitool (Brushes)
E« lIoiLlcey Bass
F, Piassaba
G. Cocoa Fiber
H. Brooncom coarser
I. Broomroot
J, Ti'ri-gs and splints
Plaiting and Rough Yfeaving Fibers are more important to the natives
where they grow than to the commercial vrorld. They are used in articles
of attire and ornament for dorrLestic economy. The most im-port3.nt, commer-
cially are:
A« Straw-plaits (from v/heat, rye, barley, and rice straw.
)
B« Carludovica (split from palir. leaves: Panama hats)
palmata
C» Chip (for millinery, from tree basts and close-,'trained woods)
D« Grass mattings
E» Thatching fibers
F« Basketry fibers: palm fibers, grasses, reeds, rushes, yucca
fiber, leaf stems, ferns, splints from pine, ash, hickory
G. Yfillovr ware for furniture, chair seats
H» Screen panels using bamboo, osier, rattan, r^ashes, and splints
•«
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Fibers of Gconomc imporbanco are fumislied by many different families of
plants from the tropics :-
Graxiinaceae Palmaceae
Urticaceae Musaceae
L'lalvaceae Liliaceae
Linaceae Amaryllidaceae
Bombacaceae Moraceae
Legixminosae Tiliaceae
Bromiliaceae
I« Economic Classification of Fibers
Tercbile Fibers; Textile fibers must be long and have a high tensile
strength, together vjith cohesiveness and pliability» They must have a
fine, uniform lustrous staple and be durable and available. Three classes
of textile fibers are:-
A« Surface fibers
B. Soft fibers
C» Hard fibers
"Teixbile Fibers.- The most important use of fibers is for the textile in-
dustry, which is concerned ?/ith the manufacture of fabrics, netting and
cordage. In making fabrics and netting, flexible fibers are twisted together
into thread or yam and then woven, spun, knitted, or othenvise utilized.
Fabrics include cloth for wearing apparel, domestic use, awnings, sails,
gunny and burlap. Netting fibers are used for curbalns, lace, harrmocks,
and all foms of nets including many of the commercial fish nets and native
insect and bird nets as well. Both commercial and native fibers are

used for corda.r;e. For this purpose the individual fibers are ti'fisted to-
gether instead of woven, T'.'ri.ne, binder t^rlne, fish lines, rope, hawsers,
and cables are tj'pes of cordage." (Anericana "Incyclopedia, paf:e 16 5.)
Hemp: Horaceae
True hemp is a stout, bushy, branching annual, varying from five to
fifteen feet in hei^it# It is Cannabis sativa. The plant is dioecious mth
hollow stems and palmate leaves. Llale plants give the best grade of fiber.
The fiber is a white bast fiber v/hich develops in the peric^/cle, and it is
strong and durable. It lacks the elasticity and flexibility of fla:- due
to lignitrm. Henp requires a mild, huraid climate and a rich, loamy soil
filled T^-th hvtmus. Calcareous soils are virell adapted for its f;ra\'rt;h,
"The yield of hemp is large; an acre produces two to three tons of
stems. (Hills Botany, p. 33 )• Tv^nty-five per cent is fiber. The plants
are harvested by machine or they are pulled from the ground otripped of
their leaves and soalced until the fibers are free. The fibers are then
broken and hackled by hand. The ideal harvest time is when the m^le flowers
are in full bloom, for then the fibers are strongest and they are not
'brittle. Hemp often grows as a vreed in grain fields. It is native to
Central and Western Asia, but it is extensively cultivated at present in
temperate and tropical rerions.
It has been raised in Europe since 1500 B.C.j and the chief coimtries
raising hem.p are France, Russia, Italy and Hungary, I-emp has been raised
in the United States since 1775 in Kentucky, Indiana, VJisconsin, Califox'nia
and the Central I.iississippi Valley," Russia prodiaces the c^reatest crop
and Italy, around Bologna, raises the finest qualit;^ using the fiber as an
II
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adulterant of silk." (RedTfay's Geofrraphy, p. 121 and 257.)
Other uses for the fiber are: ropes, tv/ines, carpets, sailcloth,
yacht cordaf:e, sacks, "bar^s and v/ebbing. Hemp vra-ste and stem wood goes into
paper-making* "Finer grades are vroven into a coarse cloth resembling
linen. Cigarettes, illicitly made from Cannabis hemp leaf fiber and knovm
as 'Ivlarijuana' have found their imy into the United States." (Robbins'
Plants Useful to I.Ian, p. 181). The to\T and ravelings give 'oakum' and it
is used to caulk the seams betvveen the plankingj in cooperage and as a pack-
ing for pumps and engines. In Jamaica and the Nassau Islands natives dye
the fibers, weave them into small braids, and work them into pocket-books,
bags, baskets, and table mats for tourists. In the basket laarkets the
fiber-to-product processes are colorful and fascinating to the visitor.
Ramie or China Grass: Urticaceae
Boehmeria tenacissima and B. nivea shrubs are five to eight feet
high and produce the bast fiber in the inner Is-yer of their bark. The trees
are native to llalaya. These two shrubs give the China grass fiber of
comiTierce. B. nivea is a perennial-rooted, herbaceous or shrubby plant vjlth-
out branches when cultivated. The leaves are heart-shape, and the fiber
has a high degree of luster resem.bling silk in brilliance, strength and
durability. "Ramie is finer and stronger than jute; it is little affected
by moisture, and it mil take dye-stuffs in a superior manner". (Redviray's
Comaercial Geography: p. 133.)
Ramie is of Asiatic origin and it v/as knovm to the Chinese at an
early time. China, Japan, Formosa, and India produce great amounts of
ramie at the present time. Japan produces the most fiber for export
trade. (Bulletin: Rojra.1 Kew Gardens: Vfatson on "India" pp. 1-2-7).

Ramie has been successfully cultivated for experimental purposes in the
southern United States and in California, The yield is lo-w, bu.t several
crops can be raised each season and each crop yields four tons of stens per
acre. It can be delivered from the Orient to San Francisco for four cents
per pound. Such a low price discoura-':es its culture here. It vdll thrive
in any soil and in areas where sudden temperature changes do not occur.
Sometimes it is exported from Assam as "rhea" fiber.
Although this plant may be c^iltivated 3xtensively and yields an
abundance of fiber, its developm.ent will not increase until the fiber may
be more cheaply separated from the rest of the plant. In China v^Iiere labor
is abvindant and cheap, the fiber is removed by a sIoit and tedious process
of hand labor. Ivlany decorticators have been invented to do this vrork, but
have not been successful, since they bruise or injure the fiber and they
do not squeeze out the gum thoroughly. In addition, the problem of pro-
ducing ramie is handicapped by the varied lengths of the fiber, as spinning
is rendered difficult unless the fibers are separated into uniform groups.
When machinery is introduced to separate and handle larger quantities of
the fiber more of this fiber vfill be raised in the East and Yfest,
Ramie takes first rank as a textile substance. It is made into
shirtings for men's wear, ladies dress goods, upholstery, curtains, laces,
embroideries, pile for velvet and plushes, stockings, knit goods, table
damask, napkins, handkerchiefs, and sheeting, "Sail duck, carpets, cordage,
fishing nets, and yarns and threads of all descriptions are made from this
fiber, A superior banlc-note oaper is exported," (Americana Bncyclopedia,
p, 202), "In Ei-irope ramie is made into dainty undenvear, portieres, various
types of vn:iting paper, American "Smyrna" rug makers use ramie as a sub-
\4
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stitute for jute and it is nearly as durable as -wool floor-covers,"
(Hill(s Botany, p, 37«) In China outside gaments, underclothes, gas
mantles, and canvas are woven from Ramie fibers.
Svam Hemp: Crotalaria
Sunn hemp is an important Asiatic fiber plant, Crotalaria juncea, of
the family Legiminosae* It is a shrubby annual and grov/s frora six to ten
feet in height, mth bright yellow flowers* "The bast ;^Aelds the fiber
which is light in color, enduring and stronger than jute. It is the earl-
not
iest fiber to be mentioned in Sanskrit, it is/knov/n in the v;ild state be-
cause it has been cultivated for centuries* Ceylon, India and the Orient
plant sunn hemp in the rainy season ( Coulter *s Botany, p. 417). Five
hundred thousand acres of it are cultivated in India a year. The United
States import a great quantity for coarse tmnes. "It is also made into
cordage, coarse canvas, sacks, and vroven into nets and coarse fabrics*"
(Hill's Botany, p, 37.)
Colorado Pdver Hemp: Sesbania
Sesbania is a Tddely distributed tropical herb or shrub of the pea
family Legvaninoseae, comprising about tv/enty species. S. exaltata is im-
portant in the southern United States. It is a coarse annual, eight to
tv/elve feet high, grown chiefly as a cover crop or green manure in its
native region and in Califoraia. Sesbania is the Latinized version of the
Arabiem name for a related species. The leaves are compound, the leaflets
atranged feather-fashion without an odd one at the end, "It is only used
as an annual, vra.rm-country cover crop so-'.vn in early spring" (Garden Diction-
ary, p, 729). It is knovm as Colorado Pdver hemp and the V.'eGtem tribes of
American Indians used the bast fibers for bowstrings and nets. (Hill^s.p.38)
{
Jute: Tiliaceae
Characteristics and Distribution, Two species of jute yield the
jute of commerce, Corchorus capsularis and C. olitorius. They are tall
shrubs eif;ht to fifteen feet high. The fiber is produced in t" e bark
and is knovm as bast fiber. Jute is supposed to be indigenous to India,
where the species grow xrLld and it is cultivated by Chinese and I.ialays.
C, olitorius is naturalized in all parts of the tropics to the I.Iediterranean
shores. Jute was introduced into the United States by the Departnent of
Agriculture in 1870 and vras foxmd to bo adapted to cultivation fron Texas
to South Carolina. It Is not as fine or as durable as linen.
The ficer of jute, compared vri.th other ravr fibers, is quite inferior.
II
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and bleached filasse soon loses its iThiteness and becoines a dingy, dirty-
brown, while its strength rapidly deteriorates. Nevertheless it nay be
regarded as one of our most usefvil fibers - too useful in certain directions
as its finess and lustre, as well as cheapness, adapt it most readily to
purposes of adulteration. It takes colors easily so it can be stained or
dyed to imitate many of the other fibers, thou^-h such a substitutimnay be
readily detected. The real China jute of comiTierce is not jute at all but
a similar oast fiber derived from Abutilon Avicennae. This fiber Yra.s
experimented v/ith in 'J.evr Jersey twenty-five ^--ears ago though unsuccessfully,
the fiber being wrongly called American Jute.
In India many kinds of jute are recognized, all being knovm under
local trade nanes. "The value of jute as a textile lies vrholly in its
fineness, silkiness and adaptability to spinning, low cost of the raw
material being another advantage. Several Ar.erican fiber plants classed
as Yfeeds yield a better, v^hiter and stronger fiber, though they cannot be
utilized for economic reasons." (Americana Encyclopedia, Yol,16, p.267).
Culture of the Fiber. The requirements of commercial jute production
^are exacting. Although jute may be gromi in many tropical places, its
jcultivation is confined alm.ost exclusively to the eastern part of the
iLovrer Ganges - Brahmaputra region to the east. Here more than ten million
bales of jute are produced annually on three and one-half million acres of
land. The successful cultivation of the crop in this place is due to a
combination of factors - good soil, and an abundance of rain during the
groT/ing season, suitable "v/ater for retting purposes, and cheap labor. In
addition, this area receives a moderate abundant rainfall before the summer
:nonsocn has developed.

The quality of the filler and the yield per acre depend in larre
measure upon the preparation of the coil. The ground should be plov;ed four
times and all vreeds renoved. The farroing operations, hov/ever, are simple
and most of the agricultural implements are of crude construction. Plow-
ing is done with wooden implements that have been faced ivith iron. After
plo\'/ing, the rough clods are "broken v/ith hand mallets or a piece of timber
that is dragged by a pair of bullocks* (Case and Bergsmark's College
Geography, pages 207-209.)
The coi^miercial use of jute dates back more than a century, the first
e:^:port -v/as nade to England in 1;:28, By 1850 e:cports reached 30,000
tons; in 1871, 310,000 tons* How 3,50C' ,000 acres are cultivated in jute
in India. Both high and loxi lands are employed for this cr.lture, although
the larger part of the crop is produced upon the churs or lands of recent
alluvial formations along the rivers* In this country the river bottoms
would be favorable for the cultvure* This pLotgMng of the land prepares it
for the cleaning process, for vdiich bamboos are provided mth projecting
pins to scratch the soil, and to collect the roots of the previous crop#
For fertilizer famyard r.Tanure, castor-cake and v;ater hj^acinth weed is
used* The seed is sovni by hand, 8Jid in a norrr^l season the plant matv.res
in three months*. In localities of the South where the requisite conditions
of heat and moisture orevail, t\Telve to fifteen pounds of seed are sovra
per acre* In India the yield is four hundred pounds of fiber per acre.
Little or no cultivation is given the crop e:ccept transplanting and thin-
ning. The plants mature in three months and the crop is harvested mth
a bell hook and sickle at the time v/hen the flovrors have begun to show
and the seed has not yet appeared* If the plants are allowed to seed, the
c
fiber vrill be stronger and heavier, but harsher. In some districts, after
harvesting the stalks are stacked in the field until the leaves drop off,
while in other localities stacking is not practised.
After cutting the plant, the fiber is separated fron the stalk by
I
being iranersed in imter 8-30 days, the time depending upon the period
I of the year and upon the district in vrfiich the crop is raised, V/hen the
ryot (Indian farmer) decides that the bast fibers (layers in vrhich the
fibers are imbedded) may be separated from the core of the plant vrith
sufficient facility, the vrork of "steeping" ceases and the process of
"stripping" commences iiiTm.ediately,
Preparation of Jute Fibers, The stalks are sor'ced into three sizes,
and :mde into bimdles that one man can carry. The e^ctraction of the fiber
is accomplished by steeping the bundles in stagnant v^aters, covering them
7/ith jimgle plants, clod of earth or cold dimg# Mien the setting in com-
plete the ryots go into the water ivaist deep, and by thrashing the surface
of the ivater vjith the stalks assist' the loosening of the bark rri.th the
fingers, the fibers are separated from the bark, After^.-ard it is Trrimg out
smd hung on lines to dry. It is then made into drimis of 70 - 80 pounds.
It is next pressed into bales of three hundred pomids for exportation.
Little may be said of jute culture in this country. At the 1o\t prices that
prevail for imported jute, it is doubtful if it could be made a paying crop.
The plant is adapted to be raised in the United States and could produce a
superb fiber, but it would not be able to compete rdth India jute at one and
one-half to trro and one-half cents per pound.
^1
TIiG rmniT.facture of jvite vras practically milonoim to Europe and America
a hundred Yoc.rs ago, but jute fiber has boen used in India for centuries in
the mking of cord, tv.dne, and varioi^s coarse fabrics* For an indefinite
period these fabrics were produced in India by hand loons. Uachine nanu-
facture began in 1822 when sone fiber "vms sent to D-v-indee, Scotland now
the westeim hone of the jute industry. At tliat tine, Dundee v;-aG a compara-
tively important textile center, spinning and vreaving flax and henp; exA
the same kind of plant and equipment could be used in the manufacture of
this longer and coarser fiber*
Jute is treated by processes similar to thos® employed in trt'ri.ning
flax and hemp. Special machines are used for the various processes, such
as heckling, spreading, dramng, roving, and spinning. Since 1857 a great
many jute mdlls have been fitted mth nodern machinery. There are sevent^'"-
five such mills in India em.ploying over 260,000 persons. The production
of fiber is 4,215,000,000 pounds annually. The British finally directed
attention to the possibility of msjiufacturing jute lioods in India, and in
the year 1858 a small consi'-jnment of inachinery y^ls dispatched for Calcutta.
Developm.ent of the industry vras slov^ beco-uce of the difficulties en-
countered in inducing the natives to remain inside of the factories during
the period of training. In addition, it vras difficult to keep the trained
operatives constantly employed. In spite of these handicaps, however,
the jute industry expanded, i.Tntil it reached second place in Indian exports.
(1929)

Uses of Jute Fiber, Uses of the fiber are nany, and it enters into
all classes of textiles fron woven fabrics of great beauty to coarse ropes
and bagr:ing« In the rian-afacture of fabrics it goes into curtains, chair
coverings, upholstery, carpets, webbing, and burlap* It has been used to
imitate fabrics, like silk, although for this purpose the fiber requires a
special treatraent in order to subdivide it more finely and render it more
glossy.
The fiber is also made into all kinds of cordage, either honestly as
jute, or as an adulterant, great quantities being used for binder's twine*
It is used for fine and coarse tv^dnes, sinalD. rope, sash cords, and iiviiere
cheapness is a dedd-ing factor it fills the demand. In 1929, the United
States imported 87,819 long tons of jute and .'^ute butts, valued at
§11,272,000* Burlaps were imported to value .;)77, 377,000, and other jute
fabrics to value $6,345,000* In 1927 there were 23 establishments mxs.nujfact-
uring jute products in the United States* These employed 5,358 hands and
turned out products valued at 023,186,000 a:mually* (Special Report 778
Office Fibre Investigation, Dept. Agricult-are*
)
At present, Dundee exports large quantities of gujmy sacks to the
coffee distx-icts of Brazil, to the wool producing areas of Autralia, to the
sugar fields of Cuba, and to the quebraclio areo, of Gran Chaco, South
America* For a long time India exported raw jute and only a little of the
finished product, such as gunny sacks and cloth* The United States uses
hundreds of millions of yards of this cloth yearly for linoleum, grain
bags, potato bags, and wrappings for cotton bales* The meat packing houses
use it to cover racks of beef and lamb*
. \
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Ilalvaceae !
nearly all nembers of I.'alvaceae Afield bast fibers that can "be used I
for textile purposes as:-
1) Cliijia Jute or Indian iiallow (Abutilon Aviconnae), This plant is i
an annual and -ives strong, coarse, grey--vahite, lustrous fibers and has the
^
same uses an.d characteristics as jute has* It grovfs vrell in China and thri-ve^
in the United States. (Hill's Botany, p. o7») In mny places it is a troubled
i
so::ie "Toedm The fibers tahe dyec readily and are i^sed in rug-Treaving in China
2) Deccan or Garabo Hemp (Hibiscus cannabinus) is a native shrub of {
the East Indies, llineria, and India and other countries* -It is raised for
j
its fiber and. is 'ascd e.s o. hemp and jute substitute in::naking canvas and i
cordaf:e« Great Britain imports a considerable amount of this fiber. j'
o) RosGlle or Raim (Hibiscus Sabdariffa) is an African plant that i
i
I,
has been introdiiced into the Philippines and other tropical countries* It
groiYS rapidly and gives a strong, silhy li •lit-brovm fiber. It is a good
substitute for jute in the textile and paper industries*
4) Aramina (Urena lobata) groiTS as a weed in all tropical coimtries*
It gives a yellovr-white fiber that is more lasting than jute and is used as
a substitvite for it in the industries. It is grom commercially in Cuba,
Madagascar, and Brazil and the fibers are vroven into coffee sacks. '
5) Okra (Hibiscus esculentus) is a minor fiber used in v/eaving#
j
6) Majugua (Hibiscus tiliaceus) xs a luinor fiber.
j
7) Cuba jute (Sida rhom.bifolia) is used in ba'^rinr cane, tobacco
leaves, and packing about tobacco boxes.
8) Colorado River Hemp (Sesbania exaltata) yra.s used by A'^erican
Indians for bovratrings, nets and ties. These fibers come from the bast of the
plant
•
9) Eastern Indians of the United States used Apocynvan cannabinum
(Indian hemp) fibers for bowstrinr:s and ties.

I,
Coir: Coconut Fiber
Coir is the coarse, short, rough fibers of the husk of the fruits of
the coconut palm (Cocosnucifera) • Coir fibers nay be obtained ten inches
long, and are the only prominent fibers that are obtained from fruits.
The best grades of coir are the straight fibers. "The coconut fr-ait
within the fiber vrra'oping is a large, rather three-sided, dry drupe, or a
one-seeded stone fruit. The outer smooth rind of the husk is tlie epicarp,
the fibrous portion vjithin is the mesocarp, vrhile the hard stony outer part
as seen in markets is the endocarp". (P.obbins' Plants Useful to "an, pages
101-104.) The coconut tree itself groavs one hundred feet high and t"vro
feet in diameter. The fruits are borne at the top of the tree.
The coconut palm is vddely distributed near sea shores throughout the
entire tropical world. All its near relatives grow in South America in the
Amazon region, and tlie tree is native to the l.alay Archipelaro^ Sarly
mariners or ocean currents rr^y have carried it from one place to another.
Salt Tjater immersion does not destroy the germinating pov/er of the seed.
In former times there were no large plantations for this fruit, but today
there are many on tlie Pacific Islands, the Philii:)pines, Ceylon, and Dutch
East Indies, South America, Africa and India, Hot tropical climate and
f_or the coconut's groiTfch.
abundant rainfall are necessar;;^" The "coconut 'is "e:ctremely sensitive to
cold and vdll not grow, where frosts exist, liiny -^mrieties have been in-
the
trodi'ced from Asia and/Sast Indies to Florida and are being raised in the
»?armest portions. Only tvio per cent of coconut yield grow in tropical
America.
\I
•
The culture of coconuts is by seed. The mature, unhusked nuts are
placed on their sides and partially covered. They germinate in four to
fi-ve months in moist soil, fruitinj^ begins in the fifbh year and full bear-
ing is reached at twenty years. Seventy to eighty trees are raised to an
acre for highest nut production, and an arjivml tree ;:y'ield is from t;7enty
to two hundred nuts. Greatest vigor of groTrfch results fron adding fertilizer
and organic matter annually, and growing leguminous cover crops.
Unripe cocnnuts are soaked in salt rrater for several months to soften
then
the fibery^T/ashed, and dried, "In tropical Asia and the South Seas it is
the source of sennet braid, v^iich is made into hawsers, cables, and small
cordage". (Hill's Botany, p. 44). "This hard, coarse fiber is used for
weaving door riats, hall runners, and stair carpeting knoT/n as cocoa matting.
Coir fibers are superior to all other fibers for cordage because they are
light, elastic and resistant to v;ater. Also coarse textiles are Troven from
it. Curly fibers make excellent stuffing for upholsterj'-, stuffing for
bearings of railroad cars, and a good oakujn substitute. Fireside brushes
are made of coir". (Garden Dictionary, page 155). Splits of the coconut
trunk are used for furniture, the leaves are used for thatch and the
fibrous shells are used as ^vater containers and dishes in the Orient and
tropics.
Q. Pineapple: Ananas conosus
The leaves of the pineapple (Ananas conosus) are numerous, thick,
stiff, and spiny. They furnish fibers of great streno;th and fine qualities.
They are shiny white, very durable and flexible, and are not injured by
water. "YiTien grown for the fiber, pineapples are planted closer together

4>
and develop lon^-^er leaves. They are propagated by suckers which develop
abvindantly« To be of value, tlie fibers must be talren from the leaves not
fully natured# Usually trro year old leaves are cut and the fibers scraped
out by hand, a delicate and eixpensive process. After being dried and
combed out, the fibers are tied end to end and are v/oven. In the Philippine
Islands pina cloth, one of the most delicate and costly of fabrics, is made
from the fibers* Forraosa and China also utilize pineapple fiber in making
strong fabrics," (Hill's Botany, p. 45, and International Encycl«p«2720)
•
Pineapple fiber is a native of northern Soiith America, around the
the
Orinoco and Ajiazon basins but it v^as carried by/Spaniards and Portuguese
to the Old '.Torld, and spread all over tropical Asia, Africa, East Indies
and ?ol;;/nesia. "The v/aste products are all utilized in one vray or other.
Haimii produces seventy-five per cent of the world crop. Cuba, Puerto
Rico and Central America supply the United States v/ith most of its fiber.
Borneo and the Llalay States also produce fiber t\npes and supply Europe and
the East". (Robbins "'Plants Useful to I'An", p. 301).
The Ananas sativa's fleshy leaves are cultivated in the Philippines,
and the fibers are used for vreaving remarkably fine dress fabrics as
jusi cloth • Similar fibers are used in a siie.ll vmy in TaiT/ar. (Formosa)
1 Borneo, and in the South Pacific Islands. "In southern Ilexico a pineapple
fiber Ananas macrodontes is knovm as pita floja. Great quantities of ivild
plants similar to the pineapple grow in vrarm countries giving fibers excel-
lent for weaving, being fine, strong, and lustrous, seeming to rival silk
or linen", (Toothalcer 's, "nav/ I.kteiials", p. 122) and only used locally in
those coimtries.
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3,1'Tew Zealand Eemp
The fibers are taJcen from the,- long, flssfcy leaves of Phorriiixmi tsnax,
sai iris-like plant in the Liliacea©. "The fibers are softer and more fle:cible
than abaca, and have a higher luster* llev; Zealand Hemp is the only import-
ant hard fiber plant of temperate countries," (Kill's Botany, p. 42), It
is a native of the sTrvampy regions of Hevr Zealand, but is is also raised
successfully throughout the tropics, and in the vra.mer temperate regions.
It has been introduced into California for ornamental and commercial pur-
poses*
The long and costly sea voyage ta Europe has made it necessary for
1
New Zealand to specialize "in concent--ated products for export so their
hemp is manufactured at hom.e into cloth, cordage, ship cables and twines.
The refuse is fed to the beef cattle", (mitbeclc^s Geography, p. 530-532 •)
i^^ Bowstring Hemp
The leaves of Sanseveiria, Liliaceae, yield strong, white, elastic
fibers of bowstring hemp, which have long been in use by mtive peoples.
Sansevierias are herbaceous perennials , vri.th basal rosettes of svrord-like
leaves arising from a creeping rootstalk. Seveml species occur as wild
plants in various parts of tropical Asia and Africa. The Hindus have
grown bowstring hem.p for years. Wild and cultivated species are used.
The important species are S. thyrsiflora which groves in Jamaica, Central
America and tropical Africa. S. Roxburghiana grovYS in India and S. zeylan-
ica graves in Ceylon and other islands isj^the tropics. S. longifolia grows
in the United States, especially in Florida. S. guineensis grov/s in Africa
and is a bowstring hemp fiber. The fibers are removed by hand or machine.

"BovTstring fiber is xroven into mats, hariraocks, bowstrings, ©rude
ropes and twines", (Hill's Botany, page 43.)
Agave Fibers : Anaryllidaceae
Agaves are decorative and econonic plants from hot, American deserts,
the most familiar of which is A, americano, the Eentury Plant or American
aloe. "The agaves are stemless, perennials, v/ith basal rosettes, usually
stiff and more or less fle^y, persisting from year to year, the margins
are mostly armed Tdth teeth a-hd the apex tipped with a usually pungent
spine; the flov/ers are arranged in spikes (Littaea) or panicles (Eu.gave),
the perianth is six-parbed, more or less funnel shapedj stamens six mostly
long exserfcedj one style; ovary is inferior and has three cells; the seeds
are nvimerous, flat, thin and black" # (Bailey's "Cyclopedia of Horticulture"
page 250, Vol. I.)
Some species flower but once and die, others occasionally, Yfhile others
flower from year to year. The ninaber of species is three hundred and
'the majority of themv have been described. The leaves of all species
give fibers useful to man. Host of this nianber com.e from, the Hexican table-
land. "The fiber is cleaned scraping av/ay the pulp by hand or by mach-
inery. Fiber is raised for rope, bagging, brushes, and hammocks". (Tooth-
aker's
, p. 119). The product is called by many nam.es, according
to the locality and the variety of the plant which produces it; as henequen,
sisal, maguey, lechuguilla, ixtle, pita, yaxci, zapupe and hemp. The name
is loosley applied by the natives, the same fiber being called by different
names in different places.
!•
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Henequen or Yucatan Sisal
Plenequen is a desert plant that thrives in an arid environment
where the average annual rainfall of thirty-five inches or less, is too
scanty to supply noisture needed for other croiDs. It belongs to the Agave
fourcroydes, Amaryllidaceae group» The fiber cones from the leaves which
bear spines* The fiber is li-ht straw color, hard, v/iry, elastic, and
measures three to five feet lonr-. Its merits are its length and strength.
It has been cultivated for centuries in the drier parts of Central
America, particularly long ago by the Aztecs in Yucatan, In this region
climate, drainage, and soil combine to cause the dry conditions, Rapid
evaporation of moisture \mder the intense heat of the tropical sun, and
seepage into the thin stony soil and on into the underground charjiels of
the soft limestone rock drain ws.ter from, the surface, "Tampico, Yucatan,
is the center of large production areas of this fiber, Mexico raises
100,000 tons; East Africa, 70,000 tons, Dutch ' East Indies, 50,000
tons; Cuba, 5,000 tonsj and Jamaica and Bs.hamas 2,000 tons; other places
raise 4,000 tons," (Vilhitbeck's Economic Geography, p. 273),
The fibers are scraped out from, the leaf tissues and great care is
needed to avoid jabs from, the spines on the edge of the loaves* Its
present importance dates from the Spanish American Tfar, when the export
of Ilanila hemp v/as cut off, henequen vreis exported to the United States, the
largest market for cordage fibers in the vrorld, "Today henequen m.eets the
ever increasing demand for binder twines, and supplies eighty per cent or
more of the raw fiber used in the manufacture of that comm.odity in the
United States," (Case and Bergsmark's College Geography, p,209). The
•t
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plantations of henequen in the peninsula of Yucatan cover thou.sands of
acres and the yearly value of sisal exported reaches fifteen millions of
dollars. It is also used for lariats, and used to tie up cattle for branding
and sheep for shearing.
(o, Sisal: Agave sisalojia
Sisal resembles henequen, but lacks the spines on the leaves. The
leaves of the plant. Agave sisalajia, Anaryllidacae, give the fibers for
commerce. The fibers are --.Thite, cleaner, and lighter than, jute, and in
strength rank noEt to the best quality of rianila hemp. They are also coarse
and stiff.
Sisal is a native of Central America and Llexico, but it is now
cultivated in Hawii, in the East and Vlest Indies, in sections of Africa,
especially the British possessions. The plant is drought resistant, smd
vdll grov/ Tjhere other species fail - little cultivation is necessary.
Mexico, and the Dutch East Indies supply the United States v/ith tons of
this fiber.
Preparation of the fibers is by hand, or by the use of a "raspador",
"The fibers are pulled from the pulp of the leaf, washed, dried, and packed
in six hundred pound bales for shipment", (Hill's Botany, p, 41,) The
essential feature in the economic production of sisal agave is adequate
machinery to separate the fibers from, the leaf pulp. Sisal fibers are
manufactured into grain-sacks and into twine for use on the self-binding
harvesters", (Redv/ay^s Comnercial Geography, page 122,)
i
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7.1stle, or Ixtle, or Tampico Fiber
Several fibers have been used in .".exico fron prehistoric tines under
the above names, istle, ixtle, or Tampico fiber# Three kinds of istle are
recognized fron At;;ave, Amaryllidacae
:
1, Jaurnave istle from Agave heteracantha
2, Tula istle fron A. Lecheguilla
3, Palna istle fron various species of Yucca.
"The fibers are obtained fron imnature leaves, and although they are
shorter than sisal and henequen, they are stronger, stiff, harsh, and
durable" • (Hill's Botany, p, 41) # Istle fiber grows to tv/enty inches from
plants vdth smaller leaves.
Some yucca aro cultivated for ornamental purposes. They are non-
cotyledonous and the inflorescence is an aggregate of snail v/hite bells
hanging from the flovrer spike. "Yucca groTr in sand or arid places in
Mexico, the United States, and south through the drier regions and on hill
sides of Central America, and hold the soil in place." (Robbins' "Plants
Useful to Ilan", pages 112-113.)
These istle fibers are used to prepare a substitute for ciirled hair
in mattresses and in upholstery. (Toothaker ' s "P.aw Ilaterial^', p. 120).
They
Ore sacks made of istle are knovm to have lasted ten years/are in use in
the mining re-ions of Chile, Peru and Central America. Their stiffness
and harshness make the fibers good for brushes.

1A7
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"'a^uey (Agave Cantala)
liiaguey fiber comes from Agave Cantala, Aiaaryllidacae plant native to
India, Java, and ctiltivated in the Philippine Islands. Stronger fibers are
produced from cultivated plants than from vri.ld plants. The fibers average
from three to four feet in length, are strong, and are a good substitute
for sisal.
"Mexican Ilaguey fibers are used locally and are v/oven into coarse
garments a:id covers^" (Toothaker's
, p. 120) and are seldom, exported.
Bombay aloe and Java Ilaguey are simdlar and do not enter the export trade
in any quantity, string, tvvlne and coarse -v/Tappings are m^ade of it in the
Orient. Tlie United States and Great Britain are the customers for this
fiber for tv'dne.
cy, llauritius Hemp
Ilauritius Hem.p is obtained from the green aloe leaves of Furcraea
gigantea, *\maryllidacae. The plant has a tall floxvering stalk and less
rigid leaves than others. The pedimcle is often referred to as a "pole" and
reaches twenty to forty feet in height. The fibers are long, white, soft,and
elastic, but are vreaker than sisal.
Mauritius hemp is a native of tropical Araerica and is raised through-
out the tropics of both hemispheres giving fiber for doir.estic purposes.
"It is raised in abimdance on Llauritius and Saint Helena for export", (Hill's
Botany, page 42.) The fibers are made into hammocks, ba-s, coarse tmne,
and cords of various weights.

Furcraea foetida, -Amaryllidaceae
,
has valuable leaves, fleshy,
filled T/i-th structural fibers useful to nan. It groves in the Ifest Indies,
and Llauritius, and is exported for rope-naking« It is believed to be native
to eastern Brazil vrhere it is found f,rovjlng mid, Furcraea cabuya fiber
is a Central toerican sisal. The fibers are Ion- and strong and are native
•bo Costa Rica, They are used locally vri.thin the coujitry for rope and
twine, Cuban hemp (Furcraea hexapetala)used to tie cigars, and iTOven for
bagging, Venezualan cocuiza is a cord fiber, and v:oven into a cheap fabric,
for home use.
Hard or Structural Fibers
Abaca (llusa textilis) yields I.Ianila hemp. It grovfs twenty feet highj
its leaves are tvro feet long and are tufted. The stalks contain the finest
cordage fiber in the v;orld (llanila hemp). The plant has a drooping flower
spike. Several species of ivild plantain or banana give fiber from the
sheathing leaf stalks, "The fibers vary in color from v;hite to reddish
yellow. and are light, stiff, and lustrous* They represent structural
elements, schlerenchyma cells, and are removed from the leaves by hand-
ai^d
a slow/ laborious process," (Hill's Botany, p, 39.) The fibers are elastic,
strong, pliable, and smooth, and vary from six to twelve inches in length.
They also have gloss and brilliancy,
Kusa te::tilis is cultivated in the Philippines, in India, and in all
the islands bet^veen. It grov/sTrell in a vra.rm humid climate where the
soil is rich, and vrell-drained,
Vjhen all the pulp is scraped by hand from aba«% Filipino and Chinese
labor prepare the fiber for commerce, A raspador is used to remove the

ft
^coai'se, stiff, li^^ht yelloT/ fibers. The short fibers are beaten and heckled
in the sane 'my as flax, imtil fine enough to ueavG into nats, carpets and
cloth.
"The chief use of abaca is in the manufacture of cordage, inarine
cables, binder tnvlne, bagc^ing, paper nache, vrrapping paper, hats, and a
lustrous cloth known as sinsmay cloth is -vToven from the fiber", (Garden
Dictionary, p. 514), Abaca fiber is vroven into sailcloth in the Orient,
By fermenting the fibers in Asia, an intoxicating drink is prepared,
Ravelings and small pieces are used as oakum for caulking vessels. The
fibers that have served their usefulness as rope are pulped and nade into
manila or yellovr paper. The manr.facti^re of cordage and paper is done mainly
in the United States and Great Britain, 200,000 tons of abaca are raised
annually, vrhich make up three-fourths of the total exports from the islands.
Fibers in Rope-Making
The Egyptian vrorlcmen made ropes from Eapyrus and palm fibers of v/hich
specimens still exist. Only by the use of large and strong ropes could
they have moved the massive stones that can be seen in their pyr8J2.ids and
temples*
When men began to move boats hy sails, rones of some kind were needed,
ELad these early ships demanded long and strong cordage, Thero are pictures
of these ships several centuries before the Christian era, Herodotus "VTrote
that Xerxes built a bridge of boats across the Hellespont 480 B.C. and
fastened them. to~e-hher by enomous cables v;hich stretched from shore to
shore, a distance of nearly a mile. These ropes were nine inches thick and
made of Papyrus,
II
During the medieval and later centuries, rope-making -vms an active
industry and America vms not long settled before John Harrison, an E^'^lish
expert in this line, set up a rope-ivalk in Boston in 1S41 and held a raono-
poly of the trade. After his death, the art became cormon and in 1794
there were fourteen larf:e ropev^alks in Boston. In 1810 there were 173
of these industries in the United States. The business has grovm and
prospered.
In the period referred to, all the vrork vra.s done by hand, machine
spinning being of later date# Anerican hemp was used, this softer fiber
vms spun by hand lonr: after J.'Ianila henp -ims spun by machines. The hand-
making process, long used is an interesting one. The first step v/as to
"hackle" the henp# The hackle v/as a board viith long, sharp steel teeth
set in it. This combed out the matted tov/ of the hemp into clean, straight
fiber.
The instrument used in spinning was a large wheelj turned by hand, it
set in motion a set of "whirls" or revolving spindles, vrhich tvTisted the
hemp by their motion. The spinner -vrrapped a quantity of the hackled hemp
around his waist, and attached some of the fibers to the whirls which
twisted the hemp, as he 7ra.lked backvmrd dovm the ropewalk, pulling out nevf
fibers from, his waist one by one and pressing it into form and size vri.th
the fingers of the other hand.
In forming a small rope, toa^ of the yarns thus formed were -iriTrlsted
together in a direction opposite to that of the first t/ri-st. Then a second
twisting follovj-ed, the direction vras again reversed. Horse or water povfer
was used when the redoes became too lar^-e to be made bv hand.
1
DThe early type of machine, fox- spinning rope yarn, Tra.s made by
Thomas Barraclovigh of I :anchester, Snrland, It j-ave -vvay to a •^'onr strand
compound latin^; nachine naking strands and laying rope in a single contin-
uous operation. Sixteen inch tov/lines are jnade vn.th an eye splice and the
first brea]:er forrrLS the slivers for spinning.
I.Iachine Ilade Ropes. The large ropevra.lk today is largely obsolete.
The rope-making machine has replaced the hand~making process, which ivas
not adaoted to produce the large cables vfhich the tines denand. Steam,
driven machines were introduced in lo38» These are capable of making fine
threads, yams, or large ropes
There are two methods used in modem rope-making. In one, the strands
are formed on one type of machine and tv^dsted into a rope on another. In
the second method, both operations are performed on a single machine. The
former is better fitted for large ropes.
Factories vrere built for the two-part method. It comprises two or
more horizontal strand-forming machines, several bobbin frames, and a
vertical lating machine. The former tvri.sts several strands into a rope,
the latter several ropes into a cable. The fiber j.'aras which are vraund
around bobbins, are dravm from them, through perforated plates, and these are
so placed that the yams converge together and pass into a tube. Then
they are compressed, twisted, and wound on reels for the second lajdng pro-
cess. ITexb the fibers go into a machine where they are tidsted into a
rope. Then they proceed to a belt-driven coiling reel on which the rope
is wound.

II» Brush Fibers
Snail steins oiid twigs and stiff roots arc utilized in the manufacture
of brushes, ivhisks and brooris. Such fibers must be strong and elastic*
In sone cases, whole t^'/igs, fine stems, or roots are used and in others
fibers are obtained from leaf stalhs, "Brush fiberc are those too stiff for
spinning", (Toothaker, "Haw. ITaterials", v^^z^ 104)
A brush is an instrujiaent made of bristles set in a back or handle and
used for various purposes. Brushes used for cleaning have stiff fibers, as
palm fiber. Soft brushes are often made from animal fiber as cam.el's hair,
"Large brushes are made by boring small holes at regular intervals in a
piece of vrood, inserting the fiber in these holes, and fastening it in
by mre", (Sourcebook Encyclopedia, Vol, I, page 401), A finishing piece of
wood is then glued, forming the back and usually the handle, then the fibers
are cut to an , equal length,
English broom, fiber comes from a shrub Sarothamnus (Cytisus scoparius).
Butchers' broom.s are made from liliaceae, ruscus, and Ruscus aculeatus,
Irish broom fibers are raade from, .fifeirothamnus patens, which grows in Spain
and Portugal, (Standard American Encyclopedia, Vol, III), "European broomL,
a member of the pea family, grows in the 'Mediterranean vrhere many species
of it are knovni as besom.s - the branches are made into twig bmshes", (Source-
Book Encyclopedia, p, 394),
Bamboo Splits
barb00 species
Bamboo Splits: come from Arundinaria, Bambusa and other/:' a~gian-B~grass
with a v/oody stem vrhich reaches a foot in diameter, and one hiimdred feet in
height* the Dendrocalamus of Ceylon is aji example, Bam.boos grow in cl\imps
along watervj-ays and in low m.onsoon areas of Eastern Asia, The stem.s are
1i
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divided into coarse and fine splits for f:rass rakes, stable and weed brushes.
Brooinroot
Broonroot cones from a grass, Epicampes macrourg,. The grass has ti;|'ted
miry culr.s, and coarse roots. It belor/-s to r:rm?dnaceae, It is a per-
ennial . is often referred to as rice root and grovj-s in the highlands
of /Teacas, jlIexioD, and else^rhere in Central America. The roots are the plant
part used. They are dug up in any season of the --qv.t by peo'is (Hill's-
page 48) imshed, cleaned, and dried, and the tops removed, I'hey are then
graded as to quality, length, and color and baled for shipiaent. They are
used in the manufacture of cheap brushes,
Brooncom
Broom.com com.es from. Sorghvca rulgare variety technician. It is a
stout p-rass ten to fifteen feet hic;h and it is grovm for the very stiff
branches of its large flowering cluster, "These rigid, stiff, slightly
twisted branches groTr eighteen to thirty inches long in the largest sorts,
ajid t^Telve to twenty inches in the smialler varieties", (Garden Dictionary,
page 362,)
In the United States it is grorm in the Mississippi valley, Oklahomia,
Illinois and Kansas, It is harvested before the flovrerinr season is over
and the stem.s are cut a fevr inches below the head. The heads arc sorted,
threshed, and dried, the largest heads are nade into carpet broom.s and
smaller heads are made into bnishes and r/hisk brooms,
Eolcus sudanensis, Sudan grass, is native to Africa, It is an arjiual
grass and clurjips are tied together for hearth brooms.
The United States e?:ports aniuially quantities of dried brush to
Europe for broom m.anufacture.
1(
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VJTieat StravT
VJhcat is an aimual grass, belonging to the genus Triticurn r/hich com-
prises eirht xrild and cultivated species. Cultivated v;lieat, T, aestivim,
grovj-s to a height of tvro to four feet. The rrheat stallcs give valuable
wheat straw which excels all other kinds because of its great strength •
(Hill's - p. 321). "..heat grovrs in noderately dry temperate clir-ates, rdth
a groYfing season of ninety days and an aruiual rainfall of more than nine
inches. Yiheat grovring areas are the plains of southern Russia and the
Danube, I.Iediterranean countries, ITorthvrestem Europe, the central plains of
the United States, Canada, Colvjnbia River basin, llorthvfest India, Argentina,
and SouthTiTestem Australia.
Yflaeat is sotoi broadcast, either by hand or by sowin machines • Culti-
vation and weeding follow. The h&.rvesting Is done' by simple reaping hooks,
sc^'thes, or reaping machines to cut the culmsj and binding machines bind
them into sheaves. The wheat is housed, dried, the stallcs are flailed, and
the combines finally bind the straw. ITlieat straw is made into brushes,
string, plaited into thatching, and woven into straw vriclcer carria^:es,
Brazilian Piassava
Brazilian piassava comes from tvTo species of palm. Attalea funifera
gives Eahia piassava fiber. The fibers are stiff, vriry, brovm, and bristle-
like. An a::c or hatchet is needed to reir.ove the fibers from, the svfollen
bases of the leaf stalks. The Attalea species of palms groTJs every^vhere in
the lovrlands of the Amazon and Orinoco river regions. They are made into
brushes for street-cleaning machines and for cables. Leopoldinia Piassaba
gives Para piassava fibers on the mjargins of the leaf petioles. They are
m^ade into brushes and brooms and the natives ma£e ropes sJid baskets of

-them • (Hill: page 4G)
Palmyra Fiber
Palmyra Fiber is a coarse fiber obtained from Palmyra palm (Borassus
flabellifer) O- the East Indies. It is one of the most econonically import-
ant of the palms. All parts of the plant are useful* The fibers are made
into rope, t\Tine, paper, and machine brushes,
Kittul Fiber
Kittul Fiber is fiiie, soft, and pliable a:"d com.es from the leaf sheaths
of the toddy or fish-tail palm (Caryota urens) of Ceylon and the East Indies*
The lo spikes vrhich flower from, the top of the tree to the base are
collected and dried for sv/eeping the inside of the na':ive huts» The black
bristles are made into strong ropes, or into soft br'ashes, and they are a
good oalosn and horsehair substitute.
Coir and Coconut Leaves
i
Coir, comes - from Coconut husks, Gocos nucifera. It gives
long, strong fibers which often reach ten inches, for the m^anufacture of
brLisI'-es,
The coconut palm., Cccos nucifera, is one of the -/rorld's most valuable
trees. The large pinnate leaves grovj" six to twelve feet long and eighteen
inches vri.de, (llill - page 337), and are borne in a cluster at the tip of the
stem. This palm thrives best in the tropics, in southern India, Ceylon, Java,
llalacca, l'.ial:'aya, Borneo, Singapore, and the Philippines. It grows near the
seashore to an altitude of 2,000 feet.
It is cultivated for its grace, beauty, and products; and tends to
have a leaning habit. Dozens of articles are made from the dried leaves.
ic
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especially brooms.
Para Piassa-'/a
Several species of palins '•rovri.nj in America and Africa are the source
of brush fibers knoivn as bass, piassaba or piassavu. These trees have leaf
stallcs or leaf sheatlis vrhich yield stiff, coarse brovm or black fibers.
They are used in mal::lng vfhalebone brooms for stables o.nd street sweeping
brushes. "Para piassava fibers are produced on the nargir^of the leaf pet-
ioles of Leopoldinia Piassaba", (?Iill - pare 46) They are used for brushes
and broom.s by the natives.
West African piassava, (Raphia vinifera), cones from the fibrous
sheaths vrhich grow around the leaf stalks. The fibers resemble raffia.
The fibers vary in diameter from one thirtieth of an inch to one si:cteenth
of an inch. R. vinifera grows in tidal bayous and creeks of Liberia and in
other countries on the rest coast of Africa. The leaf stalks are retted
and the bundles beaten out. The long fibers are mxide into mats and
brushes. (Hill - page 45.)
Palmetto
The palmetto fiber com.es from the mibranched Seronoa serrulita, of
the' palm family. The leaf stalks and creeping stem.s (commonly called the
roots) are collected for their fiber. Tangled fibers are removed from
straight fiber and it closely resembles coir. It is v.dld in the Gu].f
States, (Toothaker's, page 123), but it grov/s in tropical and subtropical
coimtries, the "Test Indies, Venezuela and I.Iesico.
PaLmetto fiber melees excellent "scrubbing brushes, hats, matting
and canes." (Sourceb aok, p. 2149)
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Istle
Istle fibers come from Agave- Lecheguilla and vary in length from
two to eighteen inclies* "They are taken fron iinmature leaves and these
fibers are strong, durable, stiff, and harsh# Much of the fiber comes from
northeastern Mexico", (Toothaker's - page 120«) Istle fibers are manufac-
tured into a variety of brus-::es» The United States imported efgibi''-seven
himdred and forty-seven tons of istle in 1D35
,
(Hill, page 61) for -vyiiisks
and brooms
•
Some of the trees give vrood for the backs and handles of brushes. The
reddish brovm sycamore (Platanus occidentalis) , the white, close-grained
holly (Ilex opaca), the dark purple rosevrood (Dalbergia nigra), the smooth
and lustrous ".Vest Indies satinwood (Zanthoxylun flavum), the olive wood
(Olea europea), are used in the manufacture of brooms and brushes,
III* Plaiting and Rough Yfeaving Fibers
'Ibers which are used for- plo.its are flat, pliable^,
strands which are interlaced to make straw hats, sandals, baskets, chair
seats, and the like, I 'ore elastic strands are roughly woven together for
mattings and the thatch-roofs of houses, while twigs or vroody fibers are
used for baskets, chairs, and other foins of wickework* "Only a few of the
materials used for plaited or coarsely woven articles ai-e of com^iercial im-
portance, the greater nujaber is used in native manufactures ."(Hill, page 48),
The raw materials comprise the stem.s of: Reeds Willows
Rushes Bamboo
Grasses Rattan
Other Plants
I
Tho lea-ves of:
1, Pandanus: Pandanaceae
2# Raffia: Raphia pedunculata
5« Rxerto Rico Pain: Sabal causiaruiti
4» Panama Hat Palm: Carludovica
1« Pandaiius "Tat Straw
Tho leaves of the Pandanus, or screw pine, are long "sv/ord-llke, and
acLite comnonly sharp-dentate, or prickly on the mart-in and midrib" # (Bailey's
Horticulture, pare 2449 )• Pandanus covr.prise sviall trees or shrubs, erect,
or rarely prostrate, and usually forked. The trunk is annular, lon^ said
ringed. It often produces aerial stilt-like root3 and reaches tree height.
These plants have their leaves arranged spirally at t}ie top of bhe tree.
They grovr in the South Sea Islands, I alay, Ceylon, India, Africa, and the
islands of the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
P. lectoriim grows to a height of twenty feet, the much branching trunk
is aerial and supported by aerial roots. The leaves are three to five feet
long, linear, lanceolate, and valuable, whole or stripped. It grows in
Southeastern Asia and Oceaiiica in tidal streariis and near t' e sea in the
Philippines. The tree is monocotyledonous and sun hats are nade frora the
fibers.
In the tropics Pandanus utilis is a valtiable plant to nan. It grows
sixty feet high in I.Iadagascar, It is an ornamental plant in parks or about
buildings and is at home in palm-houses. It should be treated as a seni-
aquatic plant in Victoria tanlcs. Utilis requires ^nuch heat and plenty of
7ra.ter. Pandanus strav^s are used for making hats in Forraosa, Japan, Siam
and the Philippines,

Culture: They are propagated from suckers that are produced from the
main sten« They are removed vdth a fer: of the bottom leaves, in January,
and planted in vret loan and peat moss»
The main use of the leaves is the fiber for hat-making. P, Baptistii
groTiTs leaves an inch vdde vidth yellow and white stripes and a short stem.
It is native to Few Britain Isle for fibers for rats. P« pacificus has
broad and dark green leaves, shiny, abruptly narrovred to a tail-like ape:x
and its uiargins have sP-all fine spines* The leaves are stripped for their
fibers and woven into sun-hats. (Bailey's liorti culture, Pandanus)
III. Straws: Gramir^ceae
Yflieat straws are the dried stalks of the grains, grasses, sed^-es, and
some rush. Plants are grown close together so few leaves mil develop and
the stems vri.ll grovr tall. They are harvested before maturity .(Hill, p.48).
In wheat^ the stems are split lengthwise, rolled flat ivith a wooden spool,
and dried before plaiting. The Leghorn and Ttiscan hat straws are made from
bearded vyiieat of Tuscany, Italy.
Rice stra^Ys are the stalks of Oryza sativa. There are thirty-four
himdred varieties raised in the world - some occiir as virild plants and some
are cultivated. Rice is an annual grass groTri.ng tv/o to four feet in hei.^ht.
It grovrs best on damp soil at the delta or flood plains of the monsoon
region. It is native to Southeastern Asia; China, Japan, India and Java
produce the greatest quantity of stalks for mn's use.
LoV(-land rice rrhich has to be flooded during part of its grovrfch is
raised almost exclusively. The fields are plowed and the rice is savm broad
cast or six-inch plants are transplanted from beds. The youn<2: plants are
covered with v/ater until ripening starts, then the fields are allov/ed to dry
9*
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out. The stalks are dried,- presstxl, snd plaited, ready for sandals and hat
making, Hat-naking in China, Japan, and the East Indies uses tons of rice
straw annually.
Barley straw cones from the plant, nordeuia, "It is an Old Vrorld •Species
Cultivated Over ?bur Eiousand Years", (llill, p, 298), Yavilor^ stated in
1926, "barley v/as derived from Southwestern Asia, ITorth Africa and Soiith-
eastom Asia", Barley vras also native to Central Asia and available to
Eg^^t, Greece and Rone at an early date, v/here the Romans held festivals at
seed time and brou.C-^t barley to honor the goddess Cored, Earley grov;"s vrell
in the northern regions of the world. It p:rovj-s three feet high; it is an
annual v±iich tends to become perennial. It is hardy, has a short groYd.ng
season, and groavs at great altitudes, as eleven thousand feet in the Andes,
Eind seventy-five hundred feet above sea level in the Rocky "ioxmtains. The
|stalks are valuable for hay, and the straw is used in Russia, France, Turkey,
and California for plaiting and hat making.
Rye stravf is made from the stalks of Secale cereale. The stalks are
slender and tough and reach a height of six feet. It is native to the
31ack and Caspian Sea retrion of Central Eurasia, S, montanum is a v/ild
species and grows in Afghanistan and Txirkestan. (Hill, page 356), It
rrill grovf on poor soil, in arid places, and at high altitudes. Ninety-six
per cent of the vrorld crop is raised and consumed in Europe - Russia's output
is first.
The stalks are hay for cattle, and th.e strarw is valuable, strong, and
ipade into various straw products, as hats.

3, Raffia Braids
Hats made of braided raffia are continental hats, colonial, Puritan-,
sonbrcro, Dii.tch famers hats, Panama, Coolie, the Chinese, outing hat,
poke bonnets, ar.nj^ styles* Yarious colors are used and pretty effects are
produced, "Firamess of vreave, solidity of the hat, neatness in serring
plaits together, harmony of color v/here it is used, and rood shape are to
be desired*" (Janes, page 50*)
Wood shavings of Saline: vrillovr, are made into hat braids in Japan and
Central Europe.
4, Puerto Rican Hat Palm
The fiber for Puerto Rican Hats is sabal causiarum* The leaves are
collected for hatmaking* Bandits and lawbreaJcers are taught hat making
when under anny or prison discipline.
5» Panama Hat Pain
Panana pain fiber cones from -fee jipijapa or Carludovica palnata*
The plant is a stenless pain and the fiber is resistant to vra.ter* The young
leaves are collected by natives, split into thin pieces, cleaned, bleached,
and woven by hand. The species grows vdld in parts of Colombia, Ecuador, of
"northwestern South Krierica, Central America and the V/est Indies", (Toothake:
page 124) in hunid forects*
A hat reqr.ires six leaves* The fibers of these arc vroven over wooden
blocks or m.oulds and var;,^ in size from six to ten. They vary in price from
fifty cents in Panama to eirht and ten dollars in a hat shop in Boston*
"Their value rests in the fact that they can be reblocked several times
vdthout destroying the fiber", (international Encyclopedia, pa'-e 2401.)
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j& Vegetal; le Sponro
Vegetable sponge is a uniqvie fiber, obtained from a climbing cucumber,
of the Luffa cylindrica plant. "The luffas aro t!ie cleaned fibrous parts
of the ripe fruit if the dishrag vine", (Toothaher, page 12G), The fruit
is gourd-like and contains a lacy netYj-ork of stiff curled fibers. "This
ish
yellovf^skeletal material is e:ctracted by retting in ivater, and is much
used in making hats" in Korea and Japan • (Hill, page 54«) Japan exports
large amoimts of the ravr material and hats of the vegetable sponge to
Europe and to the United States*
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II, B, Baskets and Fibers Used,
Basket niaking vra.G a coirur.on industry of all the Indians of the Anerican
Continent. Baskets are made by the Indians from I-aino to Virginia, Georgia,
to Alaska There are no savages on earth so mde that the" have no
fom of basketry* Birds and beasts ai'e basket-makers. "Our v/ord basket
comes fron the Welsh 'basgavrd' meaning weaving or pulling together of
splinters". (Jaries, paf:e 13 )• Ancient V.'elsh or Britons vrere expert basket
makers and the horiies of the wealthy Romans vrere decorated ivith them,
Choctaw baskets of cane are pointed to the base.
Pol^.'nesian baskets are of vrovon bark.
"Fine baskets to the older Indian wov<-en were their religion - their
!
art", (James, page 16).
I
_
Old baskets have been found in the Southeastern united States and
among the remains of the Iloimd Builders; in the ruins of Southern Colorado,
and in the prehistoric graves of Arizona and ivew Llexico, Coarse basketry
is found charred in very ancient sepulchres. "Women the world over are the
basket-makers, netters and weavers" says Otis T. Ilason. Indians of the soixtbj-
'western states are the Wavahoes, Hopi, Hauvasupais, vTallapais, and
I.Iission Indians. The Ilescalero, vHiite I.lotmtain and other Apaches, Piijnas
Pagagoes, JIaricopas live east of the Rockies. The mid-Californian Indians
are Monos, Yokuts and Tulares. The Inyos live around the Colorado River and
these tribes are t!ie basket makers of the "./est. The Tlinkets of Alaska and
Haidas of Ball and Prince of '.Tales Islands malce and plait baskets.
The JTauvasupai Indians of Arizona lined their ivicker baskets mth clay
in vrliich they cook seeds, mush, and meat.

California tribes make a baby basket of the chrysalis pattern, and the
cradle of llevada Utes differs by having a v/oven canopy at the head end t)ro-
trude.
The Hopis and Uavahpes mal:e a square carrying basket and large water
bottle baskets. "Hopi flat baskets are nade of v;oven yucca", (Janes, page 26,1
The Apache vromen carry -smter basket bottle and Pima rromen carry
loads of vegetables in conical baskets, and poujid acorns in oval basket tops.
The Hauvasupais are excellent basket makers and e::cel in their art*
Sacred baskets for blessing grain and offering sacrifices are made by
ilavahoes, Piinas, and Apaches # The Yokrats nake beautiful baskets for. tlie
dance. The Kohonino baskets are used as a vat to nake cham liquid. A Hopi
sacred neal plaque is made of finely coiled Yucca.
A Soboba Indip.n basket naker of southern California vreaves geometric
patterns in color in his baskets. "The finest a.nd most delicate "weaving of
baskets is done by Aleut Indians of Atta Island in the most westerly part of
Alaska", (Jarr.es, page 50).
Basketry is "a craft of great utility". (Hall, page 5.)
Woven baskets: Reed: Vfork-scrap baskets
Haple splints
Rush
Corn husks
Round or Oblong baskets, borders
Melon-shaped baskets, jardinieres; made by Kentucky movmtaineers
and Canadians.
——
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Reed Baskets are: Potato basket
Ilelon-shaped
Oblong flower
Drop Handle, flov/er basket
A basket may be coarse, done v/ith large material, and jet not produce a
is
rou'^h effect. Reed mmber "oo" to I'ltniber six (lead t)encil size nrocrred by
the""'
/pound. Strands are viiite and flexible. Dyed reed gives designs. "Scandi-
nan-nade
navia bluebirds nest in?^ baskets fastened to boughs near buildings". (Hall,
page 14). Cat and dog baskets arermde of raed .Baskets vri.th three-eighths
inch bassvrood bottoms are made into plaiat holders. Coarse reed nximber five
is used for spokes and number three and number four is best for vreaving.
Baskets for jardinieres are stiffened v/lth oil paints. Trays are most fascinj-
ating examples of the basket-makers' art*
Sewed or Coiled Baskets
1) Those tT.''/ined and woven
2) Those sewed or coiled
Reed used ellipse
YfilloT/ ^ oblong
T:;^es of weaving are:
Lazy squaw I^not-stitch-each stitch knotted
Pineapple Havajo (v/ater tight) firm as rock
I'£i.riposa Figure eight stitch
Peruvian African r/ave stitch
African V-stitch
41
riavajo type made by the Apaches, ITashoes of Nevada Tulare s etnd others.
I
Dat-So-La-Le ivas an expert old Indian Washoe squavf. One of her baskets con-
I
tains fifty thousand stitches (Hall, page 22), thirty to the inch, seven and
one-half inches hij^h, and ten inches in diameter. Her baskets excel in
strength, snootliness, beauty of fom, and' in design. They are made
of simple ,?;rasses, barks, and tv-ri^js, native to the region - dull brcnms and
blues, mllow twigs, red brovm of red-bud bark, glossy black from maiden
hair fern,
the
I
Raffia is the best material for/outer covering in coiled baslcets,
raffia.
Indians used tan, bro;vn-red, and golden hrovjr^/C Tulare bovrl-basket raffia
is sevj-ed over reed as base - geometric designs are vrorked in in color. The
Porno Indian t-tvined basket is famous for its lightness and flexibility and is
woven. Spokes are of vdld grape vine, closely woven, conical-shaped. They
are carried in net and form a kind of granary, and are vjutertight.
Ferns - Filicineae
Baskets are u-oven from the Siamese climbing fern, "The slight, tPD.ning
stems of this specie^jL^rgodiiim salicifolia
,
climbing i^iany feet, are cut and
dried in the sun, after vdiich their outer pai*t is split into long, fine strips
! Ho dyes are used. The vrork of vreaving a single siriall basket-like, covered
box such as this requires three or four weeks." Geometric designs are vroven
in and they are readily sold to travellers. (Hat. Geog. Ilag., I.iay 1925,
page 584).

Cinnamon Fern
Its great root-tussocks, rising viell out of the moist areas where it
grovrs, supply thick masses of vary inter/raven rootlets. These rootlets are
regarded hj those who cultivate tropical orchids as an ideal basket medium
on ivhich to grov: the kinds of orchids that oconr naturally on tree trxuiks.
This material resists decay, and its open texture permits the free drainage
that is essential* It is also used as a basket holder for growing tropical,
epiphytic ferns.
"The stem.s of the m.aiden hair fern give a rich dark broivn thread for
outlining designs in baskets," (llarten,' page 13 )«
Snnice Fiber
In the Arctic regions spn-ice Picea, Pinaceae, root is the material
with which the coil is sewed. The Athapascan Indians of central Alaska
tmve T,vith birchbark and spruce roots. Their finer baskets were ]nade of
hazel tmgs, redbud, sweet-grass, pine root, and fern stalk. "The liopi use
yucca and fine grass; the Paiutis a coarse fiber, the IJoxmisiupais, mllovfs.
Southern California Indians use lute root and squaw weed; the ''ones tender
oak and vrillow shoots, roots and fibers; the tribes of the ITorth, bark of
the cedar and spruce roots." (Ja:".es, page 73.) The Apache and Pima east of
Oregon make coiled baskets, sifters and carrying baslcets.
To gather, prepare, and manipulate the raw material meant patience and
labor. The roots of spruce and cedar were macerated and torn into threadlike
shreds, soalced for Vireeks in v/ater to rid it o; superfluous vegetable matter,
and to render it strong and pliable.

Pine Needles
"The long and short needles of the pine trees are i,TOven into basl-ets,"
(Marten, par^e 13«) by Indians of the near forest regions. The long-leaf pine,
Binus palustris or Georgia pine, grovfs from southern Virginia to the
Savaniaas bordering the Gulf of I'exico, and fron the Atlantic to the Rio Grande,.
Y/hen the needles are a rich brovm, they are fully matured ready for use. The
surface is hard and glossy. "In the spring and early sirrjner pine trees shovr
dried needles four to si:: inches long about to fall iThich often dry a light
y«llo\7 bro^m. " (Lang, page 79.) Green needles can be dried to any shade of
brovm. Then they are stored in a dark place. The young needles of "baby
pines" dry almost like grass, soft in te:cbure ivitlx little gloss. Exposure
to light vn.ll change a green basket to brovm. For this reason sev/ing materia!,
should be chosen mth care. The ke^mote of design is simplicity in pine
jbaslcets. Seiving rdth sorghun fibers of red, orange, brovms or violet brings
out the beauty of pine needle color.
Pine needles must be vrorked damp enough to be pliable. The coil is
made of a snail roll of the needles, ten or -b.Telve in number and vn:apped mth
raffia to form the button vrhich is the center of the basket. As the coil
is used up additional needles are added so the sm.ooth polished side is tovrard
the outside of the basket. "Pine cones are often used as handles in baskets"..
(Lang, page 86). llany stitches, as the "^i.rrovl' stitch, are used in the sevdng.
Pine baskets are often sea-red mth piassava fiber.
Grasses, sorghum fodder, other tones of pine needles, or raffia, may be
worked in as bands around the basket, as broken bands, as vertical lines, or
as spirals radiating from the center. The charm of pine needle baskets lies
in even spacing, the smooth surface, the uniform size of the coil, the finn-
.nes s of the work, form and color.
ci
Grasses
Among grasses used in the woof, the smooth, vriLry culms of 'Vilfa and
S;porobolus" were preferred, Sauvis and svramp ash and the vine-maple stems
•were split for baskets. In the Aleutian Archipelar:o baskets have been made
from sea-island jrrasses , the fibers of vrhich are sort and pliable. The
baskets look more like ba-s.
Squawks Grass
"The ornamentation of the baskets vms done vrith Xerophyllina Tenax, or
1
squaw's grass. It grovfs in the east side of the Cascade Ilountains and csoi
be gathered in late summer vfhen the grass has matured", (Janes,, page 76),
The broad, swordlike leaves are split into the desired vadth, left white,
or soaked yellow in color, or brovm from, a dye made from Trillow bark. "The
Klamath make basket tra^^s, the Skokomish covered baskets, Idaho tribes a
pouch of cedar root and crass vroven fine and full of design", ( Jai.aes,page 77),
Corn Husks
The baskets of the Cayuses, Umatillas, Hez Forces and Tfascos and others
living east of the Cascades are not stiffly wovezi, but are made of split com
husks and the mid hemp of the ..'alia Walla Valley.
Sweet Crass
The fine, white, exquisite grass, used by the Shasta Indians in making
^their baskets, is gained from great elevations in and about the snorr-line
jOf lit, ohasta in summer, ..'allets vrere woven by l-Iez Perce Indians from svreot
1
grass -and husks.
i

Bamboo
Is a tropical tree of the Grass '"air'.ly, GraiTdnaceae, The sten is
hollovr 'ivith conspicuo-us joints. They grow in cluinps or in groves in monsoon
regions of Ilalay, India, Ceylon, and China, They are one h\uidred feet high.
In the West Indies, the stems grow thirty-five feet high. The young shoots
are dried and woven into baskets. In Siam the basket maker takes a fevr rods
and split bamboo stems and vreaves and coils. Tough grass is caurht into the
T/eaving to make the basket watertight, " Baskets are used as traps for
fish, and carr^dng other goods as bread and vegetables," (Hat, Geog, llag,
1927.)
Cereal strarrs of wheat, wild and cultivated rice are woven into baskets
in Europe, India, in China and in the Americas.
Svreet-grass baskets made fromHlerochloe odorata, a swaiap grass, common
in low areas along the coast and Great Lakes are a familiar sight in eastern
Horth America, The Gayhead Indians of T.Iartha's Vineyard and the Oldtown,
Mine, tribes weave all t;^/-pes of bas]:ets of this grass. G:,npsy svreet grass
baskets are seen in Hew England also.
Green Rush Fiber
Green rush (Juncaceae) cones from English rivers and ponds and Norfolk
Broads, Sloping vforkboards facilitate the shaping of the sides of these
baslcets, A screwblock as a clamp is used for making the bases and lids for
square baskets, A wooden mould is used for making woven rush baskets.
Rush is woven into long, narrovf, and thin shopping baskets. "Bottles vrere
the
covered vdth weaving, rush usually vras used bj/llalcah Indians," ('^Thite,
page 173).
0_L
Coconut Leaf Fiber
The large, pinrnte leaves of the Cocos nucifera, r,row six to t^relve
feet long, and eighteen inches wide. They are borne in a cluster at the top
of the stem and are glossy and smooth. They are cut, dried, and used for
basket making in the Orient and Pacific Islands* The petioles and midribs
are used for the coils# "Types of palra baskets are envelope, cuff and collar,
traveling case, glass case, hanging baskets". (YJhite, page 131),
Creeping Palm Fiber
Pulp cane is the most suitable for vreaving baskets and is pliable.
The natural cane from which pulp cane is made is a species of creeping palm
groi'dng in the ji:ingles and sv/araps of Java, Borneo, and I.Ialaya, "There are
tvrenty sizes of pulp cane and it is eucported in one poimd bundles, the first
twelve sizes being excellent fiber size for basket making". (Minter's, page
119.)
Raffia
Coiled Tfork In raffia has been done by tlie Apaches, Pimas, Pai TItes,
of Hadarascar
and Ilavajo Indians for ages and by primitive VTome^i ^fhe^'tribes'today use
the same desi<f'ns as did their ancestors as "figure ei-^ht" for a rrork basket
with tray and lid, the edres are plaited, the pattern and band shoTTs the
"knot-stitch", (llinter, pa-e 134). In all parts of Africa, in ilotth
America,
,
in liilays, and the East Indies Islajids and Pacific Islands
coiled basketry is done v.dth raffia.
To test raffia give it a quick pull, if it breaks, it is useless for
co:'-led v;ork. The raffis shoid be v/hite, Sevang requires long-eyed, sharp
and blunt needles.

Raffia cozr.cc from I.iadagascar in bujidles weir:l''-ing from one and one-tliirc
to three and one-half poimds ar.d is called "Ivlorahas" • Each monba contains
sort, vri.de raffia, both long a^id short, corresponding to the fan shape of
1
the palni leaf, and a good deal harder, stringy raffia which cones froR the
ribs of the leaves. The Indians made rattles of vroven raffia on rattan
spokes.
Tfillovf
The vdllOT/, Salix nigra, is the most valuable commercially, "It
reaches its best development in the flood plains in the Mississippi and
Ohio valleys. The long, slender, pliable young shoots are aised for
wicker baskets." (Hill, pa-e 122.)
es
Y.liere the lithe mllor.- or osier aboiJinds, both its branciy^d bark are
used, the le>.rger stems for the frame and the lighter twigs for the filling
of the baskets. These baskets stand upright and take the shape of pots,
jars, and vases. Mien mllow is soaked in v^ater, it looks shriveled and does
not weave in smoothly. The branches are slender, graceful, and filled xrith
rem-ovablc pulp. Since most of the Pacific Coast baskets were made for
carrjdng water, the lightest, cleanest, vdiitest, and finest, most durable
materials vrere selected as "chippa "mllovr by the Southern Indians, and
Cercils occidentalis or red ''ud \'ra.s used in the ITorth. The interstices were
filled vri-th pitch from fir trees. iTillow osiers are strong and flexible
for basket-making. "In Portugal, boat-shaped baskets for carrying children
April
on the head of the jiother are made." (Hat. Ceog.Iiig/ l9ST). In the Orlmeys,
:n jrance, and elsewhere, vegetable baskets are of Trilloav. In the grape
regions of Spain, "rsaice, and Itily, large roimd, grape baskets are filled
with that fruit and are on sale in the markets.
1
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Willov/s f/;ro\T on tlie banlcs oj? sti-esjiis fron the Arctic ro'^-ion in the
north south to Chile; in Europe- as far south as northern Africa,
Birch
Birch wood is hard, heavy, strong, and tough, v/ith a fine rrain,
ettila
Yellow birch, I^/TTutea, which gra\Ts fron Hew Enp;land to ^-botfAb. and black
birch, B, lenta, are used in basket-naking' , (Hill, pare 111.)
Plywood bases of baskets of birch and oak are bored or "talce the
stakes" as in basket trays.
Black Eln
California has -lonr been the hone of seven hundred thousand Indian
basket vj-eavers# Yokut and Fima baskets show colors and bes-utiful designs.
The Yokut weave baskets of black elrn., Ulnus, strips. Linbs, three to four
inches in diaiueter, are gathered. "They are haiianered vj-ith a wooden mallet
until the individual la^'ers break apart. These layers are then cut into
narrow strips by neans of the Indian knife. The strips are kept in coils,
soaked in vra.ter, and vroven into baskets." (James, page 70.)
Hazel
The "Tillianette Valley Indian squaws cut b\mdles of hazel sticks and
carry then on their bent shoulders fron the s'\7arnps for weaving their baslcet
The Shastas use straight and strong stic]:s of hazel wood from ground, de-
nuded by fire of its natural grovrfch of hemlocks.
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Ghai r-S eating
^
A, Cane Seating
Cane is the bark of a long, slender vine, the inside of Virhich
is the material which is called reed or rattan. The cane is removed, the
rattan is put through a tubular cutter rrhich makes it a desired size*
Cane is sold in bunches of a thousand threads. It comes in sizes:
Coarse
Hedium
fine
Fini6-fine, most used
Cane is soaked to keep it flexible for v/eaving.
B» Rush seating is done Tdth cat-tail leaves^ grov;-ing in any inland
marsh# Those near the ocean exe too brittle, "They are gathered in the fall
T^hen the tips begin to turn yellovx and are spread out straight on a board
floor to dry, on boards laid on the floor so there is a circulation of air
about them. If they are stored in a dark room they vrill remain green,"
(Hall, page 40, ) Coils of several strands are tvdsted together, VHien vroven
colorless shellac is applied to the surface to preserve the fibers. Substi-
tutes are fine corn husks and raffia . Golden rush is raised in Holland,
(liinter, page 119),
The rope-likc stems of the rattan palms imnder through the tops of tlie
great trees of the Malaysji Peninsula to a length of several hundred feet.
, The rattan of commerce cones frora the stems of
Calanps_giving a plentiful supply for chair-seats, bags, seats of vehicles,
etc.
'1
llottings
Fly nets, for horses, sacks to hold Indian coi'n, crah or sea slioll
nets, hainnoclcs, fish nets. " A net is durable because each stitch is perfect
in itself, if it breaks, the web is not loosened, A larje needle is used
for ha3rt-:ocks and s:nall one for lace and fringes," (Hall, pare 46,) Three-
sixteenths of an inch of ^;uimffood or holly makes a large needle, A hamriock
set
should be laid on a long table and hooks/to 'fasten the rings.
String bags are nade on a vrooden hoop.
Basket-ball nets are cylindrical.
Teimls nets are oblong.
Curtain nets are made of coarse fibers.
III. C, I.Ia.ts and Ilatting:
Ylhen man first began to tliink of interlacing strands to form a mat, he
also thought of using various smaller fibers, rudely t\Tisted together, in
place of large strands. To him it vfas plain that a rope of tmsted fibers
had advantages over a single fiber of the same thiclaiess. "As many fibers
were too short to be woven, there vre.s an obvious advantage in using miiny
small fibers t\Tisted into a single strand". (V^'inslow, page 182,)
t fimdamental weaves in coarse riats are "over and under", "double
over and under", "Japanese weave", "pairing", "triple ATeave", "coil", and
"arrow" pattern. (Blanchard, page 6).
f
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Fern
The Shoestring Fern, (Vittaria lineata) is a tropical fern that groT/ on
the hiirarn.ocks of Florida, It rrovfs on ti^.e rou-h tnirJc of the Cabhare Palnettc
(Sabal palnetto)* Tl:e tuf-bed fronds arc thick and leathery and only one-
eighth of an inch mde, resembling dark green slioestrings# The;- are cut
and rroven into covers and ™ats in the ".Test Indies • (llat,
Geog. liag., Liay 1925).
Western Red Cedar
The western red cedar. Thuja plicata, reaches a height of one himdred
fifty feet and a v/idth of thirty feet. The vrood is brcvKiish^ red, close,
even-grained, soft and extrenely durable . (Kill, page 101,} The coast
Indians used this species for their totem poles, in sunner vtoys the Yd.g\'ram
of strips of the bast fiber and also coarse riats fron fibers of the ir-ner
bark.
Located in the ilortheastem part of the State of Wisconsin on a
reservation are the Ilenonini Indians* They are rat vfeavers. " ats are r.iade
fron inner bark of the cedar cut in strips one-half an inch in -width,
Sone nats are nearly white, while others are dark red or black,
Graniinaceae
Job' s-tears
This grass, Coix Lachr^/ma-Jobi, is noted for its fruit v/hich is large,
shining, and pear-shaped. Job's tears are native to Southeastern Asia, and
is cultivated in many tropical countries, Philippine adlay is raised for
forage and is occasionally dried for nats. The chief use of the fruit is
for weavir!'- into necklaces and iiats.

Rice Strav; I/'atting
(Oryza sativa)
Rice/ls~a*lar£;e annual grass grovrinr to a heifht of four feet.
» It gro\Ts throur^ihout tl:.e Otient, China, India,
Ceylon and the Philippines. Rice is raised in California, Texas, Arkansas,
and around the delta of the I.Iississippi River. (llill, par;;e 353). In -lot
coimtries vrhere woolen rugs or riats are not practical, rice stravr is vroven
into tra.ll curtains, floor mats, chair irxits, food mats and m-atting for roof
and boat covers. The C'^ir^ese have fifty uses for rice straw matting,
T/Vheat Stravr Carpets
Tilheat is an sjinual grass, "belonging to the genus Triticum and conprises
vfild and cultivated varieties. Cultivated varieties grov/ four feet high,
Yiheat stems are dried and knov.ni as "straiT", It e::cels all other straws
because of its great strength. It is tied in coils vri.th hemp into straw
carpets or Iiall matting.
Sedges
"Hatting made from dried stems of the sedge, Cyperus, is an important
export from Japan and southeni China", (Toothaker, page 124), A hard, mry
sedge, Carex stricta, vrhich grovrs vfild in ilirjiesota is rade itto durable
"grass" mattings,
Chinese m-at grass, Cyperus tegetiformis^is inade in the Orient into
comme-rcial mattings, I.Iany are sold in Europe and in the United States for
rugs and porch screens.
The sedge industry is practiced in Hampshire Longstock and Tlicheldever,
England, They grow in the r^irshy ground of the River Tesrb and three kinds
(Carex) are used for plaiting, "They grovf three feet high - fine sedges are
•1
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1
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I selected for small articles as mats and coarser ones for floor coverings.
The leaves also are used for mats." (Roffey "Rush i'fork", page 71.) The
sedge is cut at the end of July, and left spread out in the sim for tvro or
three days* It is then tied up in b^mdles and hung in an open lean-to or
shed for three vreeks, -vvhen all the sharp 'cutting' edges mil have disap-
peared. It is then plaited. Kats from the size of coasters to floor covers
are made. Many sedge "oaslrets are made of tvro or more mats sev/ed together.
PaLri.s : Palmaceae
Cocnnut
The leaves enter into the manufactured products of both Europe and
America. The leaves of the palms are fan-veined as in the fan palm, or
feather-veined as in the date palm and coconut. These huge, pinnate or
digitate leaves form, a canopy at the top of the tall imbranched triink. Palms-
are vddely spread in vrarm regions: Asia, Africa, and in the tropical and
I
semi-tropical America. They are conspicuous in the Pacific Islands vrfiere
the trunk and leaves are stripped to weave into mats and wall covers, especi"
ally the coconut palm.
Sago Fiber
Sago Fiber comes from the leaves of the ICetroxylon So.^Uf a tall tree
of the Orient. 'vThen the tree is half gro-vvn, or seven years old, the long
leaves are collected from the top of the tall trunk. The leaves are stripped,
and dried for mat v/eaving. "Sago is a native of the tropics and it is
cultivated in I.'alaya and the Dutch East Indies'] (Hill, page 243.) The United
States imported 1,175,010 pounds of sago fiber for mat-malcing in 1935.

Date Palm
The Ilassaabes of the Sahara raise gro-ves of date palris for their fiber*
"Oil the j^reat coastal lands, enclosing the Persian Gulf, is an extensive-
date-groT/ing industry, and fron this region the United States imports dates
and fiber" • (Vihitbeck, page 490, 515,) The date gardens at the head of the
?erci.an Gulf are of interest because of the miiqiie method by ivhich they are
irrigated : the incoming tides check the outflovr of the Shat el Arab River,
raise the vrater level, and flood the ad.jacent date gardens.
In the United States, date palm.s are grovm on the hot, irrigated
desert of the Imperial Valley, They ^aeld fibers no less valuable than
those of -.'esopotania, but as yet in small quantities. The variety is the
same. Phoenix dactylifera, grovm in the Old, and in the Nev; Tvorld. The
date palm attains an ultimate height of seventy to a himdred feet* If
allovred to remain, the old leaf bases mth their fibrous sheaths encircling
the cylindrical stem may persist for many years after the leaves themselves
have been removed.
numerous adventitious roots of the vrild. date, P» sylvestris, from one-
quarter to one-half an inch in diameter arise from the base of the stem and
penetrate the soil to depths of tv/enty feet or more. From these roots
branch off smaller absorbing roots which develop in zones of optimum moisture
and fertility. The leaves are large, ten to twenty feet in length, and
pinnate. "On a mature palm each leaf has from one himdred to t^To himdred
fifty leaflets including, in the lower portion, a nitmber of spines. The life
of a leaf is from three to seven years." (Robbins, pages 94-109). Sheaths,
adventitious roots, and leaves are woven into mats.
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Japanese Hat Rush
Coinnercial mattin-s are nade in IlanchvJai.a, Japan, and I'lorea of Japanese
mat rush or Junci^s effusus» The rush is tied vrith dried henp or spybean
stens for rtv';:s, and porch nats.
Rush, Juncus acutus, is a British material for r^ats• It is a tall,
fibrous grovrbh an inch in diameter at the butt, soft, and filled vdth spongy
matter inside. It has no leaves, and only a few brovm flovrers on top. It
grov/s to seven or ei^rht feet in length, vfild on brook, lake and river margins
"Beti-reen Jujie and August men -wude into the r/ater vdth cutting-hooks and sever
the rushes belov/ the water-line. The crop is loaded into punts and boats,
talcen on to meadov; land, tied into "bolts" (large bundles) and staclzed up
to dry like shocks of com", (Roffey, page 71#)
Sonetimes two or three weeks are sufficient for dr:dng; rainy seasons
longer. A wet spring follov/ed by a dry srinner gives e:ccellent rush. The
bolts weigh from nifteto ten pounds when dry. The colors of the cured rush
vary from grey-green to tan and light broivn. Rush tends to change in color
the longer 2-ou keep it. 7'i/lien bujadlcs arc open three lengths, large, mediuxi,
and snail rushes are separated. Large rxxsh. malce large mats.
Cleaning is done by dipping the ru.sh in mra vra.ter and mping do^m
the rush from the tip to the butt. This cleo.ns the rush and presses air from
the stem, leaving the rush flat and pliable, "ICneeling mats and floor mats
are made from thick plaits of rush, often one and a half inches wide and
one-half inch thick. Odds and ends are sevred in for :rilling," (Roffey,
page 77,) In wea-'/ing mats evens^ness is desired; to secure it thin ends of
nish are cut off. In olden days, rush-bearine festivals wore held, lovely
green stems were strevm on floors, sometimes plaited stem.s or woven ones, to

be the floor coverin?^ for the year", (Roffey's "Fcush-Yforlr", page 1.) Early
t;rpes used were Junoseffusus or Jimcus conglomeratus Rush-roade splashers
or nats have a charm no other material ;:iTes« There is rreat loss of weip;ht
in the dryinr off process, and a himdle of rush scales half its fomer weight
after harvesting.
"Check", "pairing weaves", and "plaits" are handsorae in tones of a
color or in harmonizing colors in mats, Sorie mts arc nade of three-J)laits,
four-plaits, five-plaits, and six-plaits. In Europe and England a r:reat deal
of rush is d^ed for use in making mtting.
Raffia Hats
Raffia cones from t:ie palm, RapMa pedxmculata. The fiber cones in
strips from the lower epidermis of the leaves, and is soft and silte-like and
easily vroven. The tree grows in Lladagascar, in British Y/est Africa, and in
parts of South America. I.Iajunga variety is the standard raffia of I.iadagascar
and R. Toedigera from America. Good straw is pale and the length should be
one and three-quarters yards,
"The vreaves are "sin-le", "pairing weave", "triple vj-eave"," quadruple
Yfeave" and "open" for mats". (Begg, page 3.) Raffia is strong and durable,
takes dye easily, is inexpensive, and ideal for articles of use and bea^ity.
Method of procuring the fiber is by peeling the skin from, the surface
of the leaflets of tlie palm by hand while the leaf is ^reen, "In t]:e lace or
knot-stitch mat, reed is used for the coil and raffia is used for sewing.
Raffia coil nats are nade vri-th the Hopi stitch". (Lang, pare 69.)
A similar raffia palm yields a fiber vrhich is used locally in 'Jest
Africa and in Sierra Leone. Iladagascar exports all t\T>es of nats ma.de of

raffia# In 1935 the Unitocl States imported four himdred and fifty-oifcht
tons of this fiber, (l-Iill, pa-'-e Gl)»
Raffia mts serve in many v/ays in tlie house. They are useful, durable,
and artistic as an ornament. Table m^ts are woven, ten, ei,dit, six and four
inches wide, for hot mats under covered dishes. They are vroven oval, round,
and rectangular in shape. The "brick, nucleus, and figure-eirht stitch nay
be used", (Begg, page 32.) Table mat centers are nade of natural raffia
and wide borders are made of colored raffia. Plant mats, six inclies in
diaineter are ed;;;ed v/ith lace loops in color. Large floor mats are worked
in the "nucle^i.s" stitch in varying shades of color. Large floor mats have
four or r.ore smjall mats joined together and tlie rest of the area filled in
with a background stitch. Sizes vary from one j^ard to five feet long and
forr feet wi.de.
Gardening mats of raffia arc comfortable and useful for kneeling upon,
wiiile gardening. A thick bind is covered r/ith raffia. Smaller mats are
made for chairs and piazza seats. I.'a-bs are r.iade of sacking covered
com.pletely with stitches in 'colored raffia. Still another use for raffia
mats is to hang them on tlio v.xill as a "splasher" over a washstand or over
a couch Tdiere rubbing of pillows may occur," "Jail hangings of raffia are
beautiful when scenes or dosi.'';ns are done vrith color," (Begg, nag'^ 41,)
IV. Filling Fibers
These fibers are used in upholstery, and for stiiffing mattresses and
cushions. Filling fibers seal the seams in vessels, about pipes in plumb-
ing, and in casks and barrels • (Hill, pa-e 22.) Small or fra^-ile fibers
not used in textiles stiffen plaster, and are valuable as a packing material
about bulkheads and for machine bearings and for protection of delicate

objects in transportation.
A» Seaweed Fibers
"I'arine fiber is prepared fron a seavreed, Posedonia australis, a
marine al^ae o" the Thallophyta. It is oredr-ed up fron shallOTT bays along
the coast of South Australia." (Toothaker, pa~e 125.) The seaweeds are dried,
and cleaned. They are then packed and shipped to Europe and Anerica for heat
insulation, upholstery, and as a mattress filler.
B. Sphagnum I.Ioss
Sphagnum moss, Sphagnales: Bryophyta, grov/s in svvamps and in peat bogs
all over the world. Peat moss survives the vdnter by means of branches that
start near the upper end of each plant j t'lese branches live and grow the next
year, while the older parts die. "In tb.is imy, the plants live and f^rov/ for
centuries, the older parts being pressed and packed dovm and catching bits
of plant and animal bodies vriiich become entrapped in the tangle"^ (Allen's
BotcLny, pages 94-95'. As lo.yers of this grovrbh accvimulate a semi-solid sur-
face of plant-grovrth collects. Sphagnum is spongy ajid danrerous to collect.
It is either gathered in boats; or rafts are made to stal^d on and the moss
is collected v/ith ralces. Other plant-grovrth is separated from it and the
m.oss is vraslied and dried ready for packing material", (Ber^^en's Botsoiy,
page 268). It is put around potted plants, asparagus and cut flowers to
hold moisture.
C. Pine-lloedle .Tool
"Pine-needle wool has been made from the leaves of tlie longleaf pine,
Pinus palustris, of southern united States". (Toothalcer, pafr;e 126). It
c(
occurs on tlie uplands of tlie sandy Atlantic coastal plain from Virginia to
4^

Texas", (Hill, paj-e 99), Clusters of long needles fora a hea-/y foliage on
mature trees. Green and matured needles arc dried for upholstery* A
European species is used for filling material also,
D# Grain Stravr Stuffing
This group includes a large number of fibrous inaterials of vegetable
origin. The straw of grains as rice or oats, when threshed in an ordinary
grain-threshing machine and ruizied for textile purposes is put through a
series of fluted rollers, which cmsh it and prepare it for a coarse stuffing
material used in couches, car seats and carriage cushions,
E, Grin Vegetal
Grin vegetal is a fiber obtained from a sr.all palia (Chamaerops humilis)
Paljnaceae. It is native to Algeria and cultivated in southern Europe and
northern Africe. "The leaves of the plant are shredded and the strands
t^'rlsted into coarse yarn making, xrhen picked open, an elastic material like
curled hair", (Bailey's Horticulture 'Crops', page 293,) The saw palmetto,
which grovrs over himdreds of acres in Florida and westv/ard along the gulf
coast of Texas gives a siziiilar fiber,
F. Coir Fiber
Goir fiber comes from the husks of the coconut, Cocos nucifera. The
husks are soaked in vfater -until the fibers are soft. "Then tliey are torn
apart, separated and cleaned. Coir is a coarse, stiff, springy fiber,
Iluch of it is somev/hat curly and valuable for stuffing in upholstery,"
(Toothal<:er, page 122,)
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G, Oil PaLn Fiber
Oil palm fiber coraes from Elaeis guineensis, Palnaceae, It .n^rows wild
in the Rain Forests of 'Vest Africa and in 1929, llif;eria produced one-half
of the -.Torld's supply of oil-palin products. "This tree requires fifty to
seventy inches of rainj and :vell-drained soil avra.y fron the coastal svrairips#"
(Case, page 180-181).
Each tree bears ten bunches of t^YO hundred nuts a "ear and the fibrous
pulp of these fruits, vdiich is left after the oil is pressed out, is dried
and laiovfii as "palm-kemel cake". Five hundred thousand tons of fiber cahe
comes from tlie oil extractinr: mills of Europe and the United States. These
short fibers are sold to thicken clay and to mix with plaster for homes and
buildings.
H» Spanish Ivloss
Spanish, or Long I.Ioss, belongs to the pineapple family, Brom.eliceae,
and drapes itself on live oak and cypress trees in the southern states,
Virginia, to Florida to Texas, along rivers and bayous. Its native home
aiid the United States,
is tropical .^mericg^ The leaves of many species are colored or r;rayish and
usuallj'- scurfy. (Ganong's Botany, pages 463, 535). The flowers are sho^'r,'-
in som.e species, in Spanish moss, small and inconspicuous. Being a true
epiphybe it absorbs most of its food directly from the atmosphere. It is
injurious to tlie orange, oak and other trees upon which it grovrs.
In many places in the south, Florida for example, it is collected and
placed in heaps to bo fermented to loosen the o-ater covering, which is re-
moved by running through a revolving toothed cylinder and toothed concaves.
The tough inner fibrous material looks like liorsehair and is used as a

stuffing for cusliions and ncittresses, couch, hairanocks and. overstuffed furni-
ture*
illandsia
j^C fasc.iculata is a stiff plant vjltli a "basal rosette of jjray-f^reen,
narrovr leaves tvTClve to ei:;hteen inclios lonf^. The flowors are blue and In
spikes four to six inches long* They are raised in Central Ajuerica and the
iiTest Indies for shade and \mll covers. . (Garden Dictionary, paf-e 805 •)
T« lindeneana is a shaviy plant rdth a basal rosette of leaves vdiich
are tv/elve inches long and three-quarters of an inch v/ide* They are native
bo Ecuador ajid Peru and dried for stuffing matter for mattresses and bags,
!.iuch of the filling material is exported,
I» Kapok : Lombacacoae
Kapok , or silk cotton, is a cream-colored seed hair from pods of a
Large tree, Ceiba i^eniandra, or "^riodendron anfractuosvim. Host of this fiber
m the raarket cones fron Java* "Sirail9.r fibers are produced by various
•cotton trees' in the tropics (Bombax and Ochroma sp#) but most of these are
Less elastic, broTwner in color, and shorter in staple than kapok". (Toothaker,
"RavT I.Iaterials"
,
page 112), Kapok is raised in the " oluccas or Spice Islands
in a belt of equatorial calias v/ith a heavy rainfall, a large part of the
year, (Packard and Sinnott's "nations as neighbors", pa'^-e 364,)
Ceiba pentandra, v/hich prodiices the kapok of commerce, has been intro-
duced into Florida, (nature Magazine, March 1938, page 170), "Kapok trees
grovj- to great size, freqviently reaching a height of one hundred feet and
have buttressed base tvrenty feet or m.ore across. Horizontal, v/ide reaching
branches are in T/horls, almost at right angles to the trunic. The leaves are
compound, with from five to nine leaflets and r-row up to six inches in length
I.
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The flowers are profuse aiid attractive. Tvro months after flowering the
fruits ripen, these contain seeds surroimded by silky floss • It is used
for stuffing upholstery, cushions and life buoys, and in its native home
it is used for bedding and pillows. A fiber for cordage comes from the
inner bark#
J, imite Silk Cotton (Cochlospermaceae)
The white silk cotton, Cochlospemum Gossj^iun, yields a kapok-like
fiber of value to nan. "It is a handsome Indian tree nov;- widely cultivated
in the tropics. A red silk cotton, Bombax Ceiba, is a large onian.ental
tree and gives a reddish floss." (Hill, page 153). Both white and red silk
cotton have been impo3rbant stuffing materials in India for years.
K. I.'adar
The madar (Calotropis gigantea), Asclepiadaceae, a sjirub that is foimd
frora India to the I.Toluccas, produces a sil'c cotton and a bast fiber. A
closely related type, C. procera, yields a similar product. They are in-
ferior to kapok and are used in mixtures vdth kapok as a filling material,
L. Other Fibers
Milki'/eed (Asclepias syriaca) of eastern ITorth Ainerica and A. curass-
avica of tropical America have conspicuous silky hairs on the seeds which
are good for stuffing cushions and pillovra.
Oakum is used for caulking the seams of vessels^and packing about joints
in pipes.
Philippine cajo negro fiber is a horsehair substitute and sold to manu-
facturers for lining for men's suits, couch pillows and cushions. The many
1» c
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fibers, for fillinr purposes mentioned, shov; man gathers and vises plant
materials of liis environment to great advantage.
V» natural Fabrics
natural fabrics" are ^.isually tree basts iTliich are e:>rtracted from the
bark in layers or sheets,, and pounded into rour-h substitutes for cloth or
lace. " (Hill, page 22.)
A. Rabar-nas
Rabannas are vroven mats or fabrics from Raphia pedunctilata, Palmace8.e«
This stem_ substance comes from. ] adarascar and is exported to -Stirope and
America.
B. Upas 'free, 3arV. Cloth (lloraceae)
A common bark cloth of Ceylon and Ilalaj^ is obtained from the upas
bark
tree ( Antiaris toxicaria) .The/""is~poujided mth vrooden mallets into sheets
that are thin and soft and can be proven into cloth.
C. Tapa Hark Cloth
One of the comm.on bark cloths is taioa^vrhich is obtained from the bark
of the paper mulberry ( Broussonetia papyrifera) : I'oracea.e. Strips of the
bark are peeled off the trunk and shells are then used to remove an undesired
outer coating. They are then soaked in v;ater and scoured. The strips then
are placed on a log of hard wood and poxmded mth a mallet. The strips
are overl9.pped and beaten to.r^ether. If a muslin-like mj?.terial is desired
much beating is required. Tapa cloth may be made into a leathery fabric
by less beating. The cloth is dyed, is soft, lustrous and vra.terproof v/Iien
oiled. It is the native clothing in Pol;',Tiesia and :"lastem Asia, YJlien tapa
is mdxed vrith mucilage and stretched, lanterns and umbrellas are r.iade of it.

D, I'utshu Cloth (Horaceae)
"In : O2a:::oiqu0 a vrild fig (Ficus -utilis) is used as the source of
I
the native nutshu cloth". (Hill, page 54,)
j
E« Cuba Bast (Malvaceae)
'''Cuba bast is obtained from Hibiscus elatus, a sr.iall bushy tree of the J|
"".Test Indies" The bast is beautiful eaid lacey. The injier bark is torn in
ribbon-like strips Triiich are used in hat-nakinf, and triiiixiiinrs, and are used
to tie cigars. I
F. Lace 3ark(Thyrr.elaeaceao)
"Lace Bark cor.ies from Lagetta Xii^'^earia, a small tree native to
tiie island of Jamaica." The tree has a smooth straight stem and oval leaves.
The tough fibers of its inner bark \Aien soaked in T,mter separate into thin
lacelike layers. They are stretched, making pentagonal meshes, and dried
for ornamental use and textiles. (Sourcebook Encyclopedia, Vol, IV, page
1572, and Hill, page 54.)
G, Tauary Cloth (Lecythidace9.e)
" The South American Indians use the bark of tauary (Couratari Tauari)
for primitive cloth for coverlets and clothing,"
H. Vegetable Sponge
The Cucurbitaceae give a plant, Luffa cylindrica, whose
unique fiber comes from the fruit of this climbing, tropical cucumber.
material
The fibers are stiff and curled. This yellovri-sh skeletal/'is extracted by
soaking in mter, and is mv.cb. used in making hats in /[orea and Japa,n.
Japan e::ports large quantities of this material to southern Evirope and the !
United States for millinery purposes.
_
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Conclusion
It is interesting?; to note, after a stv.dy of the different plant fibers,
that primitive and civilized man exploited the four sub-kingdoms of the
the ucinp; the
plant vrorld from/Thalloph^rfca, the spore-prod/ pid'nts, to/Spenua top}i;^/ta , the
seed plants, for fibers for his Owti ugg and comfort* He
went to -the Indian Ocean, off the coast of Australia, for algae (Thalloph:;'ta),
for upholster;;,'' stuffing; to. the v/oods vrhere the cinnamon, climbing, and
maidenJiair ferns (Pteridophyta) grow, and chose the stems for weaving dark
brov/n color into baskets and mats; he vrent to the forests for
(Pinaceae)
red cedai?^ "Tor* pine needles and conec, yellov/ nine fibor and for spruce
roots to record his religion in his vreaving.
The screvf pine, Pandanaceae, of Formosa and Japan, is next chosen for
its svrord-shaped leaves for its fibers for hat strawsj the Gramineaef^'ill,
page 529) give bamboo. Job's tears, millet straw, broou-oot, svreet grass,
ricG straws, broom.com, varioiis vrheat stravrs, and corn stallrs and husks, for
hats, baskets, mats and matting, and filling fibers. The Cyperaceae give
papyrus and Chinese mt grass for paper and fabrics; the PaLnaceo.e give;
Baliia piasso.va. Palmyra palm.. Fan palm, eocomit.coir and loaves. Oil palm.
Para piassava. Sago palm. Date palm., Raffia palm, Puerto f.ico hat palm, and
Palm.etto stem or loaves or fruit for fibers for hats, clothing, plaitings,
thatch, cloth and baskets*
The Cyclanthaceae ' produce Panam.a hat palm fiber, which is made into
the world's best hatj 3romeliaceae give; Pineapple leaf fiber for weaving
and Spanish moss for stuffing mattresses and cusl'ionsj Juncaceae give rushes
for chair sG0.ts, mats and baskets; Idliaceo.e give, aloes, New Zealand hem.p,
Florida, Indian, African, and Ceylon bowstring hemps, for ropes, t\'ri.ne, mats.
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baskets and coarse fabrics; PaliTLa istle also '"or cordage,
Amaryllidaceao p;ive Lla^-uey, Heneqi.-^en Jauimve and Tulo. istle. Sisal,
lexical! I.Iaguey, . Ilauritiu.s and Cuban hemps for cordage, sailcloth, leaves for
thatchj Llusaceae give plantains for thatch and Ivlanila hemp for cordage
j
Salicaceae give vrillovr and aspens for mckervrork: baskets, carriages, and
furniture. Betulaceae give alder and birch for basketry, Ulmaceae give,
eln for baskets; i.'oraceae give Paper mulberry for primitive cloth. Hemp
for cordage and Eiatsj Urticaceae give' Khea for canvas and cordage; Lauraceae
give • Llassoia bark and Sassafras for cloth and basketry; Hamamelidaceae
tvri-gs of Witch Plazel are collected for basketry by the Indians; Legiminosae
ive Sunn Hemp for cordage, Rose^Toods for bnish handles, and Colorado river
hemp for cords and tv.dnes; Tilfeceae give jute for burlap, for lin o leui.is
and canvas,
Malvaceae give. Deccan hemp, Cuba bast, Okra, Eana, Ilajagua, Cuba
jute, -and Araanina for cordage 0.nd weaving fibers, Bombacaceae give. Red silk
cotton and Kapok for stuffing cushions and mattresses. Cochlospermaceae
give YJhite silk cotton, a stuffing substitvite for Kapok; Apoc^maceae give
Indian hem.p for cordage; Asclepiadaceae give li^adar and Akujid for primitive
cloth making; and Cucurbitaceae give.: Vegetable sponge for hats in Korea
and Japan
#
I have endeavored to show by the preceding paragraphs the position of
the different plants in the plant kingdom, the relationships of the
various fiber plants and their ir-nimerable uses to man.
iL
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